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Frontispiece. A general view of a large portion of Coal Basin, Pit-
kin Coiinty, Colorado. The Dutch Creek No. 1 and No. 2 mines
and the L.S. Wood (No. 3) mine of the Mid-Continent Coal and
Coke Company are shown in ascending order, bottom to top.
View is to the northwest from the site of the Bear Creek (No.
4) mine, NW^, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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ABSTRACT

Rocks of the Upper Cretaceous Mancos Shale and Mesaverde For

mation crop out throughout Coal Basin, located in southwest Pitkin

County, Colorado. The basin itself is the eroded core of a doubly-

plunging elliptical anticline. Significant reserves of medium-volatile

bituminous coal with excellent coking properties are present in the re

gion, and three large mines are active.

Structxirally the area is relatively s, ,iple. A small lacco-

lithic intrusive is proposed as the mechanism of formation of the anti

cline, which is superimposed on the otherwise monoclinal fold of the

Grand Hogback. Tension faults developed perpendicular and parallel to

the major axis of the fold. Slump faults, common on ridge spurs, and

landslide features are much more recent in origin. No regional joint

pattern was found. Dikes present in the area appear to follow a NW-SE

trending set (the lack of offset of strata on opposite sides of the dikes

indicates that they do not^follow faults). Large areas of baked shale

may be ̂ e to small intrusive bodies; neither these nor the dikes have

disrupted bedding or metamorphosed the sediments appreciably, with the

exception of the baked areas, although hydrothermal calcite and silica

have altered cementation throughout the sediments, and dikes have al

tered coal to thin zones of natural coke.

The Mesaverde Formation in this part of the Pico mce basin

has been divided into, from the bottom up, the Rollins Sandsboiia, the

Bowie Shale, and the Paonia Shale members; the upper part has not been
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subdivided. On the basis of field study, the Bovrie Shale has been further

subdivided into the lower shale, middle sandstone, upper shale, and upper

sandstone submembers. The lower and upper shales both contain inqportant

coal zones.

The Mesaverde Formation (or Group) of northwestern Colorado

and northeastern Utah has traditionally been accepted as representing a

southeastward prograding beach-coastal-plain con?)lex, with periodic mar

ine invasions over nonmarine sediments being attributed to large-scale

basinal subsidence, or to unspecified influences. The author believes

that a prograding deltaic plain environment can more satisfactorily

account for the thickness and type of sediment present. In such an

environment, periodic marine invasion would be expected, the resirlt of

a combination of simple conpaction, sediment supply variations, iso-

static adjustment resulting from the deposition of thick sections of

material over a short time, and other factors.

An attempt to correlate the release of methane gas in the mines

with the direction and typevof sedimentary structures in the surrounding

rocks was unsuccessful.
a
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INTRODUCTION

This investigation was undertaken primarily to determine the

depositional environment and general geology of the lower, or coal-

bearing, sequence of the Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Formation in the

Coal Basin area, Pitkin County, Colorado. Several thick minable seams

of high-quality coking coal occur in the Mesaverde; the mining of this

coal is the principal industry of the Crystal River area. Related goals

Qf this study were to determine whether any relationship existed between

sedimentaiy structures and the release of methane gas in the mines, and

to stxidy and describe both inorganic and organic sedimentary structures

found in the coal-bearing sequence.

Location

The Coal Basin district, restricted to the edges of the amphi

theater-like topographic feature of Coal Basin, is located 2 miles west

of the village of Redstone, Colorado (fig. 1). Access is by a private

piaved road from Colorado Highway 133 at Redstone to the Coal Creek

VJhshing giant of the Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Company, a distance of

5 miles. Seventeen miles north of Redstone, at Carbondale, Route 133

joins Colorado 82, which in trim intersects U.S. Highway 6 and 24 at

Glenwood Springs, 12 miles further north. Inproved dirt roads in the

basin itself extend from the washing plant to the operating mines, and

jeep roads and trails provide access to other areas in the district. The

Aspen branch of the Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad serves Carbon-

dale, to which coal mined from the Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Conpany's

No. 1, No. 3 (L.S. Wood), and No. 4 (Bear Creek) mines is trucked for
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transhipment to the mills of the U.S. Steel Company in Utah and to those

of Kaiser Steel in California.

Coal Basin is located near the southern tip of the Piceance

basin, in an area greatly disturbed by the intrusion of Tertiary sills,

dikes, and laccoliths, the latter forming the high peaks of the Elk and

West Elk mountains. Fenneman (194-6) assigns this area to the Colorado

Plateau physiographic province. The district lies entirely vrithin the

boundaries of the Placita 7.5-ininute quadrangle of the U.S. Geological

Survey. The western and southern edges of the district form the boundary

between Pitkin and Gunnison counties; Coal Basin itself lies entirely

within the boundaries of Pitkin County.

The basin is drained by Coal Creek, vrtiich joins the Crystal

River at Redstone. Important tributaries of Coal Creek are Dutch Creek,

Bear Creek, Spring Creek, and Porcupine Creek.

Previous Investieation and Available Information

There has been little published work describing the geology of

this area. The Hayden siirveys, conducted in 1873 and 1874 by F.V. Hayden,

et. al. ̂ 1876), examined the valley of the Crystal River but observed Coal

Basin only from a distance. The earliest known references made to the

district are those of Hill (1893) and Gale (1910; this work is an ex

pansion of studies by Gale and others, I9O6 and 1907). Neither contains

a comprehensive geologic report. Hanks (I962) studied a wide area from

Coal Basin south and west to Somerset, but mapped only the southern edge

of the area, and in a very general manner. A geologic map on a scale of

1:31,250, and reserve estimates were made of the entire Carbondale Field
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by Donnell (I962).

The Colorado Fuel and Iron Company and its predecessors did

considerable prospecting work in the district in the late 1800's and

early 1900's; it operated the Coal Basin mine from I9OO to I9O8 and pro

duced over 1,000,000 tons of coal. Kaiser Steel Con^jany did prospecting

work immediately north of the basin, but it is not known if the comapny

prospected the basin itself. U.S. Steel Corporation drilled several

core holes on the southern and eastern rim of the basin. Logs or other

data concerning these holes are unavailable. In general, this pros

pecting work has been limited entirely to the coal. Four wells are

known to have been drilled in the basin, but all were spudded in the

Mancos Shale and are of no use in studying Mesaverde stratigraphy.

Several wells have been drilled in the Muddy Creek-Divide Creek area

to the west and northwest of the thesis area.

Method of Investigation

The base map upon which the geologic map (pi. I) was made was

enlarged from the central portion of the Placita 7.5-ininute quadrangle

map to aj«cale of 1:12,000. Changes in topography and cultural features

since the map was printed were made according to personal observation.

All or portions of the following sections of T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

were mapped field traverse: sections 6,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,17,20,

21,22, and 23. Plane table control on formation and unit contacts was

obtained for sections 3,5,6,7,6,17,20,21,22, and sections 31,32,33, and

34, T. 9 S., R. 89 W. Preliminary mapping from aerial photographs in

conjunction with both plane table and traverse data cover the rest of
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the basin. Additional information concerning areas not mapped or examined

by traverse was obtained frcan Donnell's map (1962), and maps and aerial

photographs provided by Mid-Continent Coal and Coke Company.

Some difficulty was encountered in traverse mapping due to the

rugged topography of the area. Elevations vary from 7,800 feet along

Coal Creek at the eastern limit of the area to 11,786 feet at the summit

of Huntsman Mountain in sec. 20, T. 10 S., R. 89 VT. The climate of the

area is quite wet, and as a result cover and vegetation, which consists

primarily of aspen and spruce with some scrub oak, is heavy on slopes

gentle enoiogh to support it. Outcrops are limited to steep slopes and

cliff faces and stream valleys. The sandstone units in both the Ifesavet^ie

and the Mancos commonly form cliffs or waterfalls, making access to

outcrops in most of the area difficult. In such areas, exposures were

stTidied either by plane table or by binoculars, or were photographed

vising a variety of lenses and films.

Stratigraphic sections were measured by a variety of methods

that depended on exposure and access. Because no con?>lete sections could

measured in one spot, the section accompanying this report (pi. Ill)

is a com^site one. Sections were measured by brunton and pace, brunton

and tape, and plane table.

Numerous sauries were selected for thin—section analysis and

chemical study. Samples containing fossils were collected for paleonto-

logical identification. Several oriented sanples of sedimentary structxires

were taken to determine direction and type of currents prevalent in the

area at the time of deposition. Of the numerous photographs taken,

most were general views, but several were close-ups of sedimentary struc-
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ttires (organic and inorganic) taken for further study. Many telescopic

views were taken with lenses varying from 85 to 410 mm; some of these

were carefiiUy oriented photographs taken of inqwrtant features which

could not be reached by traverse. Both color and black-and-white films

were used. Two rolls of infrared color film were exposed after the

writer was shown several infrared transparencies taken the con^)any in

conjunction with its exploration program. In these transparencies ̂ the

Rollins Sandstone stood out as a very prominent marter bed. The writer

hoped that this could be used as a tool for mapping the Rollins by float

in areas where it did not crop out. The zesults were mixed; although

successful locally, this technique could not be applied over larger

areas.
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STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

a

The Piceance basin is the largest structural basin in northwestern

Colorado. It joins the Uinta basin of extreme western Colorado and eastern

Utah over the Douglas Creek Arch, a broad low anticline located northwest

of Grand Junction (fig. 1). The basin is of Tertiary age, as indicated by

the stratigraphic relations of the rocks involved. It was formed by the

relative uplift of adjacent highlands, principally the Uncompahgre and

Gunnison to the southwest and south, and the Uinta (Axial Park anticline), •

White River, and Elk Mountain to the north and east (Gale, 1910; Warner,

1964; and others). Coal-bearing rocks of the Mesaverde crop out around

the entire basin; because of the synclinal relief (4,000 feet plus) and

relatively rapid increases in overburden, mining in most cases has 'been

restricted to outcrop areas. Dips are generally low except in the Grand

Hogback area in the.east and locally in the southern districts. The axis

of the basin is nearly east-west at the Utah border but it bends southward

to a strike of about N. 48 W. at the southern tip. Minor folds and faults
■■ \

superimposed on the largely monoclinal flanks of the structure are common

throii^hout, with major structures occurring in connection with Tertiary

intrusive and extrusive activity in the southern part of the basin.

Coal Basin is located in a transitional zone between the folded, faulted,

and intruded districts to the south and the relatively simple mono

cline of the Grand Hogback to the north. Fenneraan (1946) placed the

entire Piceance basin in the Colorado Plateau Province, but the writer

believes the southern portion more properly belongs in the southern

Rocky Mountain Province. If this division were made. Coal Basin would
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probably lie on, or just south of, this boundary.

The major structural feature of Goal Basin is the Coal Basin

anticline (Frontispiece), a northwesterly plunging anticline. The

center of the anticline has been eroded deeply, exposing the coal measures

on the limbs to the south, west, and north. The anticline may have been

domal. However, erosion and a high-angle reverse fault have removed

critical evidence for this hypothesis in the eastern part of the area.

Remaining evidence for this is the fact that the basin is about 4 miles

wide at its widest (measiared at the top of the Rollins Sandstone) but

about 3 miles wide where Coal Greek cuts the line delineating the eastern

most outcrop of the Rollins Sandstone on the north and south limbs.

Closure is not indicated by dips reported by Donnell, and this possi

bility certainly needs further study before meaningful conclusions can

be drawn. Strikes in the area are generally parallel to the plunging

limbs of the fold. Dips vary from 0° to 25° over most of tl.c district,

although attitudes vary greatly around faults and small local folds in

the flanks of the structure.

^  All of the sedimentary rocks exposed in the area of study are

of Late Cretaceous age, with the possible exception of the very highest

units, which may be Tertiary. A high-angle reverse fault deliticates the

eastern limit of the basin; here rocks of Early Cretaceous to Pennsylvanian

ages have slightly overridden younger rocks (Donnell, 1962). The valley

of the Crystal River is cut primarily in the Pennsylvanian-F-roian Maroon

Formation. The principal formations in this discussion are he Manoos

Shale and the Mesaverde Formation.
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Joints

No persistent joint pattern which coxild be called regional was

found. Jointing in the Mancos Shale is generally poorly developed and

random where it can be determined, obviously reflecting very local stress

patterns only. Except for the thicker sandstones (Rollins, middle, and

upper) joints in the Mesaverde Formation are also poorly developed or

change direction radically depending on the particular lithology. Joints

in the coals and in many of the mud- and siltstone and shale members of

the Mesaverde could not be followed for more than a few feet. Jointing

in the sandstones is very well developed but is commonly conchoidal (fig. 2).

Two general sets of locally developed joints were measured in

the three major sandstones. The first and most predcmdnant set is approx

imately perpendicular to the axis of the anticline. Subsets were observed

in a few instances at angles of approximately 90° from larger joints, but

these rapidly graded into the irregtilar features described above. The

second major "set" consisted of joint systems roughly parallel to and

o  o ^20 to 60 from the larger faults in the area. In some cases, joints

of the second set, i.e. associated with faults, belong to the first set

also.

Faults

Faulting in the district is widespread but for the most part

it is minor. Although displacements up to 400 feet occur, most faults

show offsets of 20 feet or less. Except for offsets readily apparent

in cliff and ledge faces, surface expression of most of the faults ob

served, because of the heavy cover and the topographic character of the
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Figure 2. Typical joint development in lower Mesaverde
units. Illustrated is the Mancos Shale tongue
in the Rollins Sandstone. Joint development in
the sandstone cannot be projected across the less-
competent beds. Note the conchoidal fracture pat
tern in the lower sandstone mit. See also figures
/ia, 4b, and 10a. View is to the southeast. NW^,
N¥i, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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land, is very poor. All of the faults mapped (pi. I) were observed in

cliff faces or as offsets in the ledges formed by some of the more

resistant sandstones on otherwise heavily vegetated slopes, and from

these points projected into covered areas. In many cases, the validity

of such projections is open to question.

All of the faults appear to be exceptionally sensitive to the

lithology of the rocks they are cutting. In one case a faxilt offsets

the middle sandstone member by over 100 feet but offsets the coal seam

directly above the Rollins Sandstone (the top of the coal is 294 feet

below the bottom of the middle sandstone) by only 18 feet (fig. 3a).

In another location (fig. 3d) a fault offsets the middle sandstone by

approximately 150 feet, but the Rollins and associated coal seams are

not affected. Many faxilts, particularly the smaller ones, are bent into

bedding faults, shear zones, or apparently disappear completely in some

of the less competent beds. In the mines, nearly all the faults "level

out" appreciably in the coal seams. Because of this lithologic dependence,

fa\JLt projection from the surface to the coal in connection with mining

operations has not been successful. In several cases, faults with dis-

placements of up to 20 feet on the outcrop were projected mderground as

far as 500 feet to where the mine entries would intersect them. Mining

techniques were adjusted to insure encounter with the seam on the other

side of the faxilt, assuming the surface displacement, only to find that

the actual displacement had decreased to less than 5 feet. It is in

teresting to note that, while many faults which occur on the surface

are absent or greatly diminished undergroxind, large numbers have been

found underground which display no svirface expression. These are usually
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Figure 3c. Same type as Ja; drag folding, shearing, and slicken
sides common in the coal, absent in the hanging- wall silt
stone. Bear Creek (No. 4) mine area. SE!, NW!, sec. 21, 
T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

Figure Jd. Normal fault of the type generally parallel to the an
ticline axis. Middle sandstone offset 150 feet, Rollins Sand
stone not affected. East of the Coal Basin mine; view is to 
the west. SW!, NW!, sec. 8, T. 10 s., R. 89 W. 
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Figure 3e. High angle normal fault of the slump type.
Offset approximately 8 feet. East of the Coal
Basin Inine^ view is to the southwest. NW^, NW^
sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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small, and many are very local, having been encoiintered in a particular

set of entries but absent in the next, sometimes dying out completely

in less than 100 feet.

The faxilts observed in Coal Basin fall into four broad cate

gories. The first and most common is a series of high-angle normal

faults generally vdthin 15® of perpendicular to the axis of the major

anticline (fig. 3a, b, and c). They tend to occur in sets, dipping

either east or west. Because of the nearly total lack of surface ex

pression of all the faults away from the outcrop, very little strike

control was obtained outside the mines. From study of fault character

istics in the mines and on the mine maps, the displacements of those

faults nearly perpendicular to the anticlinal axis can be seen to de

crease rapidly from the outcrop, i.e. along strike away from the axis.

Obseirved displacements varied from inches to 120 feet.

A second major fa\ilt type is expressed by a series of faults

roughly parallel to the major axis of the anticline (fig. 3d). These

are also high-angle normal"-and dip steeply to either north or south.

They appear to be fewer in number than those perpendicular to the anti-

cline axis. Displacements along this type vary from inches to 400 feetj

these displacements also appear to decrease away from the outcrop, but

to a lesser degree as the strike of the fault approaches that of the

anticlinal axis.

The third fault type is transitional between the two types

discussed above. Most start out as one of the above, i.e. either per

pendicular or parallel to the anticlinal axis, and curve into the other

type; these were definitely observed in the mines only; the fault shown
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in figure 3a may be of this type. Displacements vary from inches to 20

feet.

Landslide and slump faults make up the fourth category. These

features occur throughout the area but are most common along ridge spurs.

The faults are high-angle normal, roughly perpendicular to the outcrop

(fig. 3e). Where well-defined displacements were observed, they are

generally small, 20 feet being the maximum. Landslide debris is common

throughout the basin.

In spite of good cliff exposure and strike control mderground,

the age relations of the first three types are not known, as in no place

was a fault intersection fomd. Several intersections with slunp faults

were mapped (see fig. 3a) but these are certainly much younger than the

other faints. Because of the presence of a transitional type, all three

tectonic fault types probably developed contemporaneously, most likely

as a direct result of the folding that produced the Coal Basin anti

cline.

The Coal Basin anticline itself is believed to be the result

of laccolithic intrusion (see discussion on folds below). The faults

seem intimately related to the fold axis and are therefore assumed to

have been formed as extension feattires contenporaneously with the fold

ing. The offsets along the fa\ilts probably developed both at the time

of, and after the folding in response to gravity and regional stress and

stress release.

Folds

The most significant fold feattire an the area is the Coal Basin



The anticline is very slightly asymmetrical to the north-

northeast. Strikes in the Mesaverde Formation are remarkably consistent

around the rim, outlining the structure very well. Dips range from 5°

to 25° on the south side, and from 10° to 30° on the north side of the

axis of the fold which is projected as being roughly parallel to Por

cupine and Coal Creeks (dips in the north side of the basin were taken

from Donnell's map [I962], from aerial photographs, and from three-

point determinations from plane-table .ita). A very vd.de variation in

* \

the attitudes in the mderlying Mancos Shale reflects the general incom-

petencji of this unit con5)ared to the Mesaverde. Local stress concentra

tions have deformed the Mancos into many minor folds througho\it the area

anticline itself. It is a large scale, low anplitude fold plunging to

the northwest and limited on the east by a steeply dipping (85°) reverse

fault (Donnell, I962). Outcrops of pre-Mancos rocks east of this fault

strike essentially north-south. The structiu'e is presently defined by the

nearly encircling cliffs of the resistant sandstones of the Mesaverde

Formation. The basin is floored by the non-resistant liancos Shale. A

water gap to the east has opened the basin, vMch forms the drainage

for Coal Creek.

and the shale is nearly worthless in evaluating the larger structure.

anticline can be derived from a study of regional geology, even tho\igh

no direct evidence of origin is present in the basin itself. Throughout

the Elk and West Elk Mountains numerous laccolithic intrusions of Ter

tiary age occur (Hanks, 1962; Gaskill and Godwin, 1966, map). Draping

of sediments around and over these structures is common (sec jiarticularly

A reasonable mechanism for the generation of the Coal Basin
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the cross-sections accompanying the geologic map of the Marble Quad

rangle, Gaskill and Godwin, I966). Mt. Sopris, a large intrusion of

this type, occurs 5 miles north of the thesis area. Rocks of Pennsyl-

vanian and Triassic age are bent up around the edges of the laccolith.

The Chair Mountain-Ragged Mountain complex, another laccolithic in

trusive, is present about 5 miles south of Goal Basin. In this case

the Mancos Shale and the Mesaverde Formation are folded up around the

-intrusive (Gaskill and Godwin, I966, map). Associated with these and

nther laccoliths in the area are numerous dikes, sills, sulfide vein
j

deposits of various types, and other intrusive forms.

In Goal Basin, several dikes and areas of intensely baked

shale occur, particularly in the southern half of the area. The

largest altered area occurs very close to the center of the anticline,

in sec. 9, T, 10 S., R. 89 W. Galcite in various forms, but most cont-

monly in large eiohedral crystals^ fills veins and joints throiighout

the basin; this material is probably hydrothermal. In some places the

calcite filling is crushed or slickensided, indicating at least some

movement after deposition. One sulfide vein, high in lead and with as

high as zinc, with minor copper and other elements, is present in

the altered shale zone in sec. 9, and minor gold mineralization was

encountered in the Mancos Shale in a wildcat well located in sec. 10,

T. 10 S., R. 89 W. (J. A. Reeves, personal communication).

The suggestion is, made here that, considering the similarity

of the intrusive pattern in Goal Basin with that found around the much

larger mroofed laccoliths in the area, a small laccolithic intrusive
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generated the Coal Basin anticline. All of the igneous units - the

dikes, at least one sill (underground in the No. 3 mine), the sulfide

vein, hydrothermal calcite, and the altered shale zones - can be ex

plained in other ways. However, the location of the intensely altered
zone near the center of the basin, the similarity of the dike rock type
to the rock type of the Chair-Ragged Mountain complex, and the shape of
the fold (which is unique in the area) lend at least indirect support to
this theory. The rank of the coal, here higher than to either the north
or the south, indicates that some large, uniform source of heat affected

the Coal Basin area but not surrounding areas. Further, two of the four

wells drilled for petroleum in the basin bottomed in igneous rock de

scribed as white, quartzitic, and biotite-bearing. The Superior Oil

Company's No. 1 well (NW^, NW^, sec. 9, T. 10 S., R. 89 w.) encoun

tered this rock at a depth of 4,460 feet. This material has been termed

Precambrian by the oil company, although it is most likely the Tertiary
intrusive proposed above, because if the rock is Precambrian, then the

entire pre-Dakota section wouldi have to be missing, as the Dakota was

encountered at a depth of 3,960 feet in an adjacent well (Coal Basin

No. 1, Superior Oil Con^jany, NW^, NW^, sec. 9, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.).

This amounts to at least 6,000 feet of section and probably more, much

of it Pennsylvanian and Mississippian in age and known to have been

deposited here (Mallory, I96O, figs. 3-6; Rothrock, I96O, fig. 3).

Although bedding is locally dragged to a small extent near

faults, no other folds were found in the Mesaverde Formation except for

a slight upturn of the rocks at the eastern edge of the structure, where
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the flanks of the anticline merge into the monoclinal fold of the Grand

Hogback (fig. 4). Dips along the hogback ridge to the north and south

of the basin are steeper than those in the structure, although not much

so. As the monocline also owes its origin to Tertiary Laramide tec-

tonism, it is possible that both folds were formed during the same per

iod, althoxjgh it is the author's opinion that the intrusions which are

now represented by the laccolithic mountains of the area are younger than

the Grand Hogback fold. Thus the Coal Basin anticline, formed by a

similar but smaller intrusive, was probably superimposed on the mono

cline.

Igneous Rocks

The regional igneous pattern has been discussed above; a

mention of lithologies found in the area by others is pertinent "here

however. Hanks, in his work in the southern Piceance basin (I962,

p. 147), found the Chair Mountain Laccolith, 5 miles south of the area

of this report, to be composed basically of quartz monzonite porphyry.

The sy.ls and dikes associated with the larger intrusives were found to

be of monzonitic to diabase or basaltic composition (p. I48; see also

Gaskill and Godwin, I966, map).

In the thesis area, numerous dikes of varying character were

foixnd (fig. 5). They are generally thin, from inches to 50 feet in

thickness. The texture of these dikes varies widely. Two samples

have been studied in thin section. One sample, taken from the third

south entry of the Dutch Creek No. 1 mine, was sho'wn, upon thin section

and textural study, to be a dacite porphyry. It consists of -i|,inch by
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Figure 4. Dip transition into the Grand Hogback (here
knovm as Lake Ridge). Dips to left or west are
18-20° to north and northeast; dips along ridge
to right or east are 25-35° to west. View is to
the northeast. NE5, sec. 3, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.,
and SE^, sec. 34, T. 9 S., R. 89 W.
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-v.

lead-zinc

vein

Figure 5c. Baked zone in Mancos Shale. Intrusion does not
outcrop, but vein calcite (probably hydrothennal)
is common. Lead - zinc vein, exposed along road
to the No. 3 mine, is approximately located. View
is to the north. Sg, NW^, SE^, sec. 9> T. 10 S.,
R. B9 W.
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Figure 5a• Aphanitic dike in the Mancos Shale; dike is about 12 feet
across, including altered shale between boundaries. Mote absence
of offset of thin sandstones across the dike, indicating that
the dike does not follow a fault. View to the southeast along
Bear Creek. NE^, SE^, sec. 21, T. 10 5., R. 89 W.

Figure 5b. Contact between porphyritic dike and Ifesaverde silts tone
(lower shale submember). Note lack of bedding disruption by
intrusion. Same dike as in 5a. Bear Creek (No. 4) mine sec
tion. NWi, SEi, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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iinch (maximum) subhedral plagioclase phenocrysts with a composition of

approximately and subhedral to anhedral orthoclase phenocrysts in

a fine-grained groundmass of the same material. Potash feldspar amounted

to one-third or less of the feldspar present, placing this rock near the

boundary between a dacite and latite. Quartz is present at about ten

percent. The rock contains a great deal of calcite which is probably

secondary. The principal primary accessory is pyrite, with a small

amount of deformed biotite.

A second sample, taken from an outcrop along the road to the

No. 1 mine, was totally aphanitic. No mineral species coirld be identi

fied under the microscope. The rock is a medium gray, nearly the same

as that of the first sample, but darker due to the lack of vrtiite pheno

crysts. The composition of this rock, which is typical of many surface

exposures in the shale, is. not known, but it is probably similar "to that

of the first sample. No olivine was found.

Dikes appear to be restricted to the soxithern half of the basin.

They occur in a roughly parallel zone striking from N. 45 W. to nearly

E-W and dipping very steeply to either north or south (pi. I). In
if

general, the dikes become finer-grained to the north, but there are ex

ceptions. The finer-grained dikes also tend to occur in a nimiber of thin

stringers which pinch and swell both along strike and vertically, with

equally thin zones of baked, homfelsic shale betvreen them. The por-

phyritic dikes, on the other hand, generally occur as single units

commonly flanked by varying thicknesses of baked or silicified sediments

or coked coal, but rarely closely associated with other dikes.

The porphyritic dikes cornraonly outcrop as ridges or ledges
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across ridge tops and valleys and on cliff faces. The weathered surface

(see fig. 5b) is usually buff, with phenocrysts weathered out, presenting

a vesicular appearance. The resulting voids are commonly rimmed with

weak iron staining. The aphanitic series rarely crops out except on

cliff faces although the associated baked shale zones are commonly more

resistant than the surrounding rock. In all the examples studied, the

aphanitic dikes vere confined to the Mancos Shale, while the porphyritic

ones, though much more common in the Mesaverde Formation, occurred in

both units.

The dikes probably originated directly from the small lacco-

lithic intrusive that has been post\ilated for the formation of the anti

cline. They are generally parallel to the anticlinal axis; however,

they do not follow fault planes as there is no offset along the dikes.

Similarly, in no place was a fault found definitely cutting a dike.

This lends support to the idea that the fault systems described above

developed simiiltaneously. However, a hori.zontal offset and a slight
" \

strike change does occur on a thick dike between the second and third

south ̂ tries of the No. 1 mine along a projected fault of the type

perpendicular to the anticlinal axis. The throw is 20 feet. Since

the area of projected intersection has not been mined, it is not known

if the dike is actually faulted, if it bends along the fault, or if

it cuts across the fault. Several interpretations can be made from this

rather meager data. If the dike bends along the fault or strikes a-

cross it, then the intrusion of the dike was after, or more likely

contemporaneous with, the faulting and folding of the anticline. If

the dike is cut by the fault, then intrusion was' pre-faulting or at
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least before this type faiilt system was developed. The relationship

between the dikes and the faults parallel to the anticlinal axis (and

to which the dikes are also parallel) is not clear and needs more study;

apparently the dikes developed along planes of weakness formed either

before or after faulting. Possibly, they filled deep tension cracks,

formed during folding, along which movement had not occiirred, vdiile the

shallower faults did not permit direct channeling from the source; this

is partially substantiated by the rapid dying out of existing faults with

depth.

In summary, few conclusions can be drawn from the dike-fault

relationships in the area. From the information available, the dikes

appear to have been intruded during the last stages of intrusion, and

therefore deformation, in the area. They are generally unaffected by

the faulting in the district, but are apparently related in some manner

to the fault system which is parallel to the anticlinal axis, the dikes

in turn being parallel. They do not follow fault planes, as no offset

occurs along them.
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The rocks studied consist of the upper portion of the Mancos

Shale and the lower, or main coal-bearing, portion of the Mesaverde

Formation (see pi. III). The Ohio Creek Conglomerate and the Wasatch

Formation, both of Tertiary age, occur down the dip slopes on the flanks

of the anticline to the north, south and west (Donnell, I962) but are

probably not present in the area of this report. The Ohio Creek Con

glomerate is a series of white to pink conglomeratic sandstones which

lie with erosional unconformity on the Ifesaverde Formation. Although

commonly dated as Eocene, new evidence cited by Hanks (1962, p. li+5)

suggests a Paleocene age. The Wasatch, known locally as the Ruby Form

ation, is a series of maroon to red sandstones, shales, and conglomerates

of Eocene age. Where the Ohio Creek is missing, the Wasatch lies direct

ly on the Mesaverde.

The Mancos Shale was named by Cross (1899, p. 4) in the Mancos

Valley, located on the northwestern edge of the San Juan Basin of Colo

rado and New Mexico. In the type area, the Mancos consists of 2,000

feet of gray marine shale. Numerous thin sandstone units in the upper

portion indicate a transitional relationship with the overlying Mesa

verde Group.

The Mesaverde Group was named for rocks in the San Juan River ^

-y'valley, on the north edge of the San Juan Basin, by Holmes in 1877

(p. 245 and 248). The formation, which consists of interlayered sand

stones, shales, and thick coals, is overlain and underlain by thick

marine shales. A similar lithologic sequence in other basins in Colo

rado and adjacent states led to the application of the names Mancos and
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Mesaverde, even though subsequent study has shoinn these rocks to be young

er than those in the type areas of these formations (Haun and Weimer, I96O,

pp. 63, 64, and fig. 6). Such was the case in the Piceance basin, of

which the Coal Basin area is a part, vriiere Gale (I9O6, p. 265) applied the

nnmes Mancos and Mesaverde to a marine shale and an overlying sequence

of sandstone, shale, and coal, respectively. However, since no other

terms have been suggested in this portion of the basin, these names have

been retained, even though such usage is incorrect and may be confusing.

Lee (1912, p. 30) subdivided the Mesaverde of the southwestern

portion of the Piceance basin, where it has been termed a formation

i

rather than a group. Hd.s study was of the southwestern flank of the

basin, in the area of the Delta Coxmty-Gunnison County border, where he

divided the formation into fovir members; the Rollins Sandstone Member

(basal), the Bowie Shale Member (marine), the Paonia Shale Member (non-

marine), and an upper, "undifferentiated", nonmarine member. Although

differing in some respects, the section in the Coal Basin area is similar

to that which Lee studied. Hanks (I962) has subsequently extended Lee's

terminology^astward to Coal Basin.

In his studies of the units in the Mesaverde Group of the Book ,

Cliffs of Colorado and Utah, Young (1955^ 1957, and 1959) has largely

replaced earlier terminology of that area (mostly that of Erdmann [1934]),

primarily because the earlier terms applied to formations which could

not be regionally differentiated. He has extended his terminology as

far east as Bowie, where Lee developed his terminology. Part of Yoiing's

terminology has been extended as far east as North Thompson Creek, about

7 miles north of Coal Basin (Warner, I964). Yotihg's divisions are:
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(1) numerous sandstone members of the lower Mesaverde Formation, gen

erally thin, which interfinger with the Mancos Shale; (2) the Rollins

Sandstone Member; (3) the Neslen facies, a marine-lagoonal-paludal.

sequence roughly correspondent to the Bowie Member of Lee; and (4) the

Farrer facies, a nonmarine sequence corresponding to Lee's Paonia and

"undifferentiated" members.

In this report, the terminology of Lee has been retained for

two principal reasons. First, it is the only set of terms that has

found widespread use in this part of the Piceance basin. Second, the

units involved are, with one exception, distinctly mappable, not only

in Lee's type areas, but also in the district under consideration here.

Thus, since Lee's units, as extended by Hanks (I962), can be used with

confidence in Coal Basin, there appeared to be no reason to change term

inology. Some problem with thickness correlation between the area of

Lee's work (Grand Mesa and the West Elk Mountains) and the Goal Basin

area has been encountered. These relations are shown in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Thickness relations of the Mesa-

^  verde Formation across the southern Pi
ceance basin from west (Bowie) to east
(Coal Basin). See figure 1 for localities.
(1) Lee, 1912, p. 50; (2) Hanks, I962, map.

^"^"■^-^^^cation • /i\ Anthracite -4. r. t ^ •
unit^^--^ Bowxe(l) creek(2) Placxta(2) Coal Basin
undivided (up
per) Mesaverde 1,425 ft 1,740 ft

Paonia Shale 400 ft 320 ft

Bowie Shale 405 ft 64O ft

Paonia Shale 400 ft

Bowie Shale 405 ft

Rollins Sandstone 125 ft

2,450 ft
2,500 ft

400 ft

770 ft 610-700 ft

170 ft

Total Mesaverde E,355 ft 2,870 ft

120 ft 120-140 ft

3,740 ft 3,300 ft av.
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The thickening of both the Bowie Shale and the upper Mesaverde

from west to east is immediately apparent. Correlation of Lee's units

through these thickening intervals remains distinct, however. The bound

ary between the Paonia Shale and the mdivided interval is a gradation-

al one; the upper Mesaverde is predominantly sandstone, and the boundary

is placed approximately vdiere the transition between shale and sandstone

occurs (Lee, 1912, p. 43).

About 30 miles to the north, in the area of New Castle, the

Mesaverde has been subdivided in an entirely different manner. The

group, as it is termed in this area, has been divided into the basal

lies Formation, the Trout Creek Sandstone Member which forms the top of

the lies, and the Williams Fork Formation. Both formations were named

by Hancock (1925). Warner (I964) has shown the Rollins and Trout Creek)

Sandstones to be lithogenetic equivalents. The 30-mile stretch between

the northern rim of Coal Basin and the cut in the Grand Hogback by the

Colorado River at New Castle is an important transitional zone. Whereas

in the Coal Basin area the Roll^s Sandstone forms the base of the Mesa

verde, at New Castle the Rollins equivalent, the Trout Creek Sandstone,

is 700 to 1,600 feet from the base of the lies Formation, the lower forma

tion of the Mesaverde Group. Most of the inportant coals of the New

Castle area occur above the Trout Creek in the Williams Fork Formation,

although a few do occur in the lies. At Meeker, 45 miles further to the

northwest, the Rollins equivalent and the accompanying coal zone is more

than 1,400 feet from the base of the Mesaverde. This fact indicates

dramatically the southeastward fades change of the Mesaverde; at Meeker,

the Trout Creek is underlain by 1,400 feet of Mesaverde rocks, while at
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Coal Basin, its stratigraphic equivalent, the Rollins, forms the base of

the Mesaverde. Thus, a much greater thickness of marine (Mancos) shale

was deposited in the Goal Basin area than in the areas to the north and

northwest. The Mancos and the Mesaverde interfinger extensively throvigh-

out the Piceance basin (Young, 1955, p. 177j Hale, 1959, p. 55j and

Warner, I964).

The Mancos has not been subdivided in the Coal Basin area, al

though the Cozzette Member of the Mesaverde Formation, named by Young in

1955 for exposures near the "Cozzette Mine" north of Palisade may be

present. [Records of the Colorado Coal Mine Inspection Department, which

date from I884, give no mine by this name; from Young's index map (1955,

p. 17s) it is probably the Grasso mine, opened by, among others, a man

named Cozzetti in 1926]. As discussed above, the Mesaverde Formation in

the Paonia area comprises, in ascending order, the Rollins Sandstone,

Bowie Shale, Paonia Shale, and "undifferentiated" members of Lee (1912,

p. 30). These divisions were extended to the Coal Basin area by Hanks

(1962). In the sense of the other marine sandstones of the region, the

Rollins actually should be included in the Bowie Shale Member; it was,

however, named separately because it is a ccxispicuous unit which can be

mapped over a wide area. Lee (1912) identified the Rollins and Bowie

members as "marine" and "nonmarine". Because two nonmarine zones of

importance and three prominent sandstones occvu* in the Bowie Member,

the author has divided this member into submembers. The sequence in

the area is: marine sandstone submember, nonmarine coal-bearing subraem-

ber, and marine sandstone and siltstone submember (fig. 6). The sub-

members are here named the Rollins Sandstone (equal to Lee's Rollins),
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Figure 6. Rock divisions in the Coal Basin area.

Mesaverde Formation

Paonia Shale Member:

Bowie"

Shale.

Member

Upper sandstone submember:

Upper shale submember:

Kmvp

Kmvu

Middle sandstone submember: Kmvm

Lower shale submember: Kmvl

Rollins Sandstone Member: Kmvr

- Mancos Shale:

Marine - nonmarine boundaries in lover and upper shale sub-
members indicated approximately by dotted lines.

(a) section at Huntsman Mountain, near the No. 1 mine. View
is to the southwest. Sg, Sg, sec. 17, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

(b) section east of Coal Basin mine; view is to the west.
N3/4, NW^, sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 89 W. (Kodak Ektachrome
Infrared Aero Film Type 8443, E-4 development process).
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lower shale, middle sandstone, upper shale, and upper sandstone.

Mancos Shale

The entire thickness of the Mancos Shale (about 4,000 feet)

was observed in Coal Basin, but only the upper 600 feet was studied in

detail. The formation is a drab gray, sparsely fossiliferous silty shale

and shaly siltstone to within about 600 feet of the base of the Mesa-

verde. At this point a 40 foot thick gray, feldspathic, fine- to very-

fine-grained sandstone and sandy siltstone occurs with poorly preserved

shell remains and possibly some very poorly developed Gyrochorte trails

probably produced hy gastropods and indicative of a sublittoral or shal

low neritic environment (Maberry, 1968, p. 11 and p. 44). Poorly pre

served shell remains, with what appears to be rather widely spaced con

centric ribs may be Inoceramus fragments. This sandstone unit co\ild be

Young's (1955, p. 191) Cozzette Member of the Mesaverde (Warner [I964,

p. 1,099] refers to this mit as possibly being Cozzette). This is,

however, questionable as this sandstone bears little resemblance to that

described by Yo\ing at the type area in the Book Cliffs north of Palisade

and is considlrably closer to the base of the Rollins than the unit de

scribed as Cozzette at North Thon^json Creek by Warner (I964, p. 1,100).

The upper 600 feet of the Mancos Shale is a transitional in

terval between the drab, sparsely fossiliferous marine shales described

above and the fine- to mediunv-grained sandstones which grade ultimately

into the Rollins Sandstone, taken here to be the base of the Mesaverde

Formation. This interval represents an intertonguing of Mancos and
«

Mesaverde depositional environmentsj however, because of the significant

h
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lithologic change at the base of the Rollins Sandstone, the Mancos-

Mesaverde boundary has been placed there.

The "shale" portions of the upper Mancos consist primarily of

moderately calcareous, locally sandy, gray-brown siltstone, claystone,

and mudstone, with units varying from 1 to 100 feet thick. Where these

rocks show good fissility they have been termed shale. Lithologic

boundaries are commonly gradational; in most units sorting is poor. This

portion of the Mancos is considerably more fossiliferous than that below

the Cozzette(?) Member, although fossils are generally very poorly pre

served. Preservation is best in the clay- and siltstone units. Ino-

ceramus sp. was identified along with possible Cardiumf?^ (fig. 7).

Much distortion of bedding by burrowing action is also present; Cylin-

drichnus. Gyrochorte(?). and Thalassinoides(?) were identified in inter

vals near the Rollins contact (fig. 8). These tinits were probably formed

in the neritic zone, with rapid but local and gradational changes from

claystone to siltstone indicating periods of increasing sediment in

flux from the encroaching shoreline. These variations were probably
* \

due to storm action and local changes in tidal currents.

The sandstones in the upper Mancos are generally thin, rarely

exceeding 3 feet, with the thickest occurring near the top of the forma

tion. They are generally hard, thin-bedded, buff to gray, lithic to

feldspathic, fine- to very-fine-grained, and moderately calcareous.

Plane-bedding is most common, although some ripple lamination and pos

sibly poorly developed cross-bedding or lamination in the form of small

trough sets were found, indicating transport to the east-southeast.

Sorting in the sands is generally poor. The sandstones are commonly
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Figure 7. Inoceramus sp.. in Mancos Shale 80 feet below
the Rollins Sandstone. Coin diameter 0.94 inch.
Collected near the 2nd South Intakes No. 1 mine
measured section area, NW^, sec. 21, T. 10
S., R. 89 W.
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Figure 8. Mancos Shale trace fossils. All from upper 20 feet of the
formation. Collected along the measured section taken near
the 2nd South Intakes, No. 1 mine. Coin diameter 0.9^inch.

(a) Cylindrichnus

(b) GyrochorteC?)

(c) Thalassinoides
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barren of fossils, vdth the exception of the uppermost \anits, which con

tain Arthrophycus burrows (and possibly Ophiomorpha). One Corbula sp.

shell, an indicator of brackish water, was found; both valves were pre

served with the shell in an open position. It was either transported

from its life environment before deposition, or the sandstone in which

it was found was deposited in an area of at least temporarily lower

salinity, such as near the mouth of a river.

Mesaverde Formation

As previously noted, the Mesaverde Formation has been divided

into, from bottom to top, the Rollins Sandstone, the Bowie Shale, the

Paonia Shale, and an upper, unnamed interval. The Rollins, the Bowie,

and the lowest portion of the Paonia menfcers are the major topics of

this study, and are discussed separately below.

Rollins Sandstone Member

m

The Rollins Sandstone is the lowest member of the Mesaverde

Formation in the Coal Basin are'h, where it commonly forms a prominent

ledge or ben^h. The Rollins varies frcm 120 feet to li+O feet in thick

ness in the district. The actual contact with the Mancos Shale is

gradational throxigh a thickness of at least 100 feet. For mapping and

discxission purposes, however, the contact is taken at the bottom of the

first thick, massive sandstone vinit of the Mesaverde Formation. The

contact between the massive sandstone and the underlying thin-bedded

sandstones, siltstones, and shales varies from gradational over 1 to 3

feet to very sharp (fig. 9).

A tongue of the Mancos Shale occurs about 25 feet above the
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Figure 9a. Mancos Shale - Rollins Sandstone contact, Dutch Creek,
near 2nd North regulator entries. No. 1 mine. Contact very
sharp. Note the joint pattern and the shale tongue in the
sandstone. View is to the west. NW^, NE^, sec. 17, T. 10 S,,
R. 89 W.

Figure 9h. Mancos Shale — Rollins Sandstone contact, on the east
flank of Huntsman Mountain, southeast of the main entries.
No. 1 mine. Contact gradational over about 3 feet. Note the
shale tongue. View is to the southwest. SE^, SE$, sec. 17,
T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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Figiire 94* Mancos Shale - Rollins Sandstone contact, east of the
Coal Basin mine. Contact is gradational over 2 to 4 feet.
Note that the major faxilt cutting the middle sandstone does
not affect the Rollins (see also fig. 3d). View is to the
west. N^, MWi, sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

Figure 9id' Mancos Shale - Rollins Sandstone contact, near 2nd South
intakes. No. 1 mine. Gradational over 8 to 10 feet. Height
of photograph 3 feet. NWj^, NWj, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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base of the Rollins in the eastern part of the area, but to the west the

shale tongue occurs as high as 75 feet from the base (see figs. 6 and 9).

The shale mit varies from 5 to 30 feet thick and possesses all of the

characteristics of the upper Mancos, to which the reader is referred for

a more detailed description.

Mineralogically, the sandstone varies from feldspathic to lithic

with local quartzitic zones. Major components are quartz and potassium

feldspar, with lesser, variable amoionts of plagioclase, biotite, horn

blende and/or dark pyroxene, gray to black chert, and lithic fragments.

The unit is moderately cemented, primarily with silica, but in places

by calcite, and near the top by a silica-clay matrix. With the ex

ception of the top 2 to 20 feet, the entire unit is calcareous, the ex

tent depending upon the degree of silica cementation. Thin-section ex

amination proved somevdiat ambiguous, indicating that both silica- and

calcite-rich solutions have replaced to a varying extent what appears to

be an original calcite cement. Outcrop color is buff except for the top

noncalcareous zone, which is. white. Color is due to iron oxides, pre

dominantly limonite; these oxides are generally absent in the upper

portion. In addition, much coalified plant debris is present in this

interval. Reducing conditions, probably due to the presence of plant

material and to the proximity of the top of the sandstone to the coal-

forming peat swamp, produced acidic solutions which leached iron from

the upper portion of the sand. The rapid oxidation of enclosed coali

fied plant material on the outcrop surface, together with the lack of

oxidized iron, gives the white color characteristic of the upper portion

of the Rollins (fresh surfaces of rocks of this zone are generally gray
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to gray-brown). This coloration is distinctive of the upper Rollins,

thus separating it from the other massive sandstones in the area which

display an otherwise similar appearance throughout.

Grain size varies from fine to medium, with medium sizes pre

dominating. Fine sizes are most common near the bottom of the member,

and near the lower and upper contacts with the shale tongue. Sorting

is fair to good throughout, being poorest at the top where considerable

clay is present; this clay may be authigenic, although it could have

sifted through the upper sandstone units after initial deposition of the

sandstone. Some graded bedding occurs in the better developed sets of

cross-bedding, but it is neither prominent nor pronounced.

Bedding throughout the Rollins is generally planar to massive,

with some cross-bedding, mostly in the form of small tabular sets, but

trovigh sets are not uncommon. After removal of structviral dip, most of

the tabular sets show a transport direction of about N. 60 E.; trough

set directions vary considerably, but the average direction is nearly

perpendicular to the tabula^ sets, or about S, 40 E. As stated above,

graded bedding from fine at the bottom to medium at the top was observed

in s<mie sets.

Except for an occasional shell fragment, fossil content of

the Rollins apparently is limited entirely to Ophiomorpha burrows

(fig. 10). These burrow features were known for many years throughout

the western Cretaceous and Cenozoic as Halymenites ma.ior. after an algal

form which they superficially resemble. Subsequent work has related these

fossils to Ophiomorpha (Weimer and Hoyt, 1964). Lee (1912, p. 31) re

ported a similar lack of fossils in the Rollins of the western flank

m
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Figure 10. Ophiomorpha burrow structures in the Rollins Sandstone.

Fonii in upper right of (b) has not been identified. Both
samples from 2nd South Intakes, No. 1 Mine Section. Coin
diameter 0.94 inch.
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of the Piceance basin. Inoceramus sp. was found by Lee, and the shell ̂

fragments mentioned above probably originat&i from this organism (see

fig. 7). As reported by Maberry (1968, p. 46), the best developed

Ophiomornha burrows were found in zones of better sand sorting; the

burrows were found to become smaller and not as well preserved with

increasing amounts of carbonaceous debris near the top of the formation.

Bowie Shale Member

The Bowie Shale Member of the Mesaverde was named by Lee (1912,

p. 30) for exposures near the coal mining tovm of Bowie, in Delta County,

approximately 25 air miles southwest of the thesis area. The member

consists of two series of basal coal beds, nonraarine to brackish water

claystones, mudstones, and siltstones (commonly shaly), brackish to

marine shaly siltstones, claystones and marine sandstones, capped by

a thick marine sandstone. The Bowie Shale, which is 405 feet thick at

Bowie, varies from 6IO to 700 feet thick in Coal Basin. The Bowie has

been further subdivided into the lower shale, middle sandstone, upper

shale, and upper sandstone submembers, each described in greater detail

below.

Lower Shale Submember. This submember occurs throughout the

Coal Basin area. The imit consists of a series of nonmarine, brackish,

and marine coals, siltstones, claystones, shales, and sandstones, from

the bottom to top, respectively. Thickness varies slightly but averages

320 feet.

The contact of the lower shale with the Rollins is sharp. The

boundary has been placed between the bleached white sandstone discussed

above and a dark brownish-gray, coaly, poorly-sorted sandy siltstone.
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The siltstone varies from a few inches to 3 feet in thickness, and lo

cally is so coaly that it is indistinguishable from the overlying coal

seams. Other than the coal which, of course, indicates considerable

plant debris, the unit is totally lacking in fossils.

A coal zone 25 feet thick overlies the siltstone. In the

area of Bear Creek, four separate seams, designated as the lower and

upper A and the lower and upper B, are present. In the area of the

-Dutch Creek No. 1 mine, these are combined into a single seam, plus

another thin seam above the B known as the "rider" seam. Slight vari

ations and splits occur throughout the basin.

The sequence in the Bear Creek area is as follows. A 2-foot

seam, the lower A, occurs directly above the siltstone. The lower A

seam is very sandy and silty, and appears to consist primarily of fusain

("dull coal", or mineral charcoal); boundaries are gradational with the

under- and overlying siltstones. The heating value and coking ability

of the coal are probably both low, and ash content is high. The lower

A is overlain by a 1- to 5-foot-thick coaly siltstone very similar to

the lower siltstone described above. Where the unit is over 1 foot

thick, 4.he center is generally less coaly and more sandy than its upper

and lower contact zones. The upper A seam occurs above this siltstone;

the coal is 3 feet thick and consists primarily of silty to sandy at-

trital coal (microbanded fusain and vitrain [bright coal]). This seam

is also probably high in ash.

The upper A coal is overlain by a 1-foot-thick siltstone

similar to those described above. The lower B seam, 2 feet thick,

occurs above this siltstone. The lower B seam is a relatively clean
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coal, with sharp boundaries, and consists primarily of vitrain and at-

trital coal. The quality of the coal is good, but the seam is too thin

to mine. A 1-foot-thick siltstone, less sandy than those below, separ

ates the upper and lower 6 seams. The upper B seam is 10 feet thick in

this area. The lower siltstone-coal boundary is transitional over a-

bout i inch; the upper contact is very sharp, showing no transition

whatsoever (fig. 11). The seam consists of vitrain and attrital coal,

with minor amounts of fusain. Banding in the coal has been largely de

stroyed by shearing and the coal is extremely friable. The coal pos

sesses no consistent face or butt cleat. This coal is being developed

and will be mined in the Bear Creek (No. 4) mine; the portal of this

mine is located in the NW^, SW^, NEj, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W. The

coal is medium-volatile bituminous in rank and forms an excellent coke.

In the area of the Dutch Creek No. 1 and No. 3 (L.S. Wood)

mines and the Coal Basin mine the four seams described above generally

occur as one, varying from 15 to 20 feet thick. An additional rider

seam, 0 to 12 inches thick, occurs above the principal coal zone; the

exact position of the rider seam varies greatly, and, indeed, there may

be more than one present.

Where the coal is split by major partings, the splits appear

to be roughly consistent throughout the area studied, althoiigh exposures

are poor; that is, where split into the A and B seams, the former is

5 feet thick and the latter is 12 feet thick. Where split into lower

and upper A and B, as described above, the thicloriesses are consistent

as given. The partings vary considerably in thickness however, as in

dicated. Other, less significant partings also occur, principally as thin
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Figtire 11. Contact between the,B seam and the overly
ing siltstone, lower shale submember. The con
tact is extremely sharp. SW^, NW^, sec. 21,
T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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lenses of very coaly siltstone. There is no apparent consistent pattern

to the partings themselves.

The coals indicate a swamp, or paludal, environment. Where
V

sandstone or siltstone occur vdth coal, some water movement, probably

periodic, is indicated. VJhere clastic sediments are absent, standing

water only is present. These sediments indicate a coastal plain, or,

assxmiing the deltaic model, a back levee or deltaic plain environment.

The silts indicate flood periods, when moving, sediment-carrying water

invaded the peat marsh. The pinching and swelling of siltstone splits

in the coal indicate that such invasions did not cover the entire swamp

at the same time.

The coal is immediately overlain by a series of nonmarine and

brackish water sandstones, siltstones, and shales, with two coquina

zones. The siltstones are generally carbonaceous, gray to brown, hard,

noncalcareous, massive and plane-bedded to plane-laminated; ci^jss—

laminations in the form of oscillation and interference ripple marks

are present locally. Bedding shows only rare interruption by burrowing

action, and the siltstones are almost totally devoid of fossils, with

the exception of some coalified plant debris.

The sandstones are gray to buff, hard, non- to weakly-cal

careous, very-fine to fine-grained, moderately sorted, and feldspathic.

Most are massive to plane-bedded, but several extensively cross-bedded

units are present. The cross-bedding is of the large scale trough type

(fig. 12). The largest dimensions observed were about 75 to ICX) feet

long and 10 feet thick. No lengths were measured. The cross-bedding,

lack of fossils, association with nonmarine mits, and lenticularity
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Figure 12. Channel sandstones in the noninarine portion of the
lower shale. Both photographs show exposures in the cliff
face southeast of the No. 1 mine. Transport direction is
to the southeast. Both views to the southeast. SE^, SE^,
sec. 17, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

(a) lowest major sandstone about 8 feet thick

(b) lowest major sandstone about 15 feet thick
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of the sandstones indicate that these were deposited as stream channels.

i'

Grain size, sorting and magnitude of cross-bedding indicate that cur

rent velocity was probably not great. Current direction is generally

to the southeast, but bearings of from 0° to 180® vrere found.

Two thin coquina zones, consisting primarily of Corbula and

Corbicula shells, with some Ostrea fragments, indicating an invasion of

brackish water, occur in the Bear Creek area, sec. 21, T. 10 Si,, R. 89 W.

(fig. 13). The two zones are 18 and 40 feet above the top of the B

seam, respectively. Preservation is excellent relative to Other fossil

zones in the area. In the area of the Mo. 1 mine, only the upper inter

val is present, represented by a fossiliferous siltstone. The calcite

shells have been leached, and only casts and molds remain. Ostrea frag

ments were not found in these layers and the other forms are considerably

less numerovis than in the Bear Creek area.

The rest of the nonmarine portion of the lower shale member

consists of fissile claystones and siltstones. These shale vinits are

generally relatively thick, gray, and almost totally lacking in fossil

remains. A few scattered Corbicula casts were found, but these were
if

always isolated in occ\irrence. One 10 to 15-inch micro-crystalline

limestone, interpreted as a fresh water mit, is present near the top

of the section. The overall thickness of the nonmarine member varies

from 50 to 120 feet. This series is postxilated as being a flood plain

or well-drained swaiiq) deposit, the limestone being either directly pre

cipitated or recrystallized from the tests of small organisms in a fresh

water pond or lake.

The basically nonmarine sequence described above is overlain

S
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Fxgure 13. Coquina material from the lower shale sub
member. Shells are primarily Corbula and Cor-
bicula. with fragments of Ostrea(?). Most of
the rock consists of fragments; whole shells
are rare. Coin diameter O.94 inch. From Bear
Creek (No. 4) Mine Section, NW^, SE^, sec. 21
T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
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by a marine shale and sandstone sequence almost identical to the upper
portion of the Mancos Shale described previously. The contact between

the marine and nonmarine sequences varies in vertical position, as would

be expected if a sea overlapped an area of conqjlex deltaic sedimentation.

In some areas, there appeared to be a continuous sedimentati<xi, grading

from nonmarine to marine rocks, while in other localities a subaqueous

or subaerial diastem may exist (see fig. 6). The overlap may be dxie to

sudden subsidence below sea level with a corresponding lack of sediment

influx, or to the normal constructional-destructional phases of a large

deltaic system. Destruction, with resvilting overlap, is occvirring at

present in some eastern areas of the Mississippi delta. The basis for

classifying the sequence as marine is three-fold: first, a rapid increase

in the density of trace fossils occurs above the boundary; second, the

fossil types present indicate a marine environment; and third, a marked

change in the bedding occws with much more regular bedding present in

the marine section. In other words, the lithologic sequence is similar,

in most respects, to established marine sections.

The only significant differences between the upper Mancos and

the l<^r shale of the Bowie are the much finer development of burrow
structures in the sandstones and shales in the latter (fig. 14). fivUn-

drichnus reptilis and Thalassinoides are the most common species in the

siltstone, both of which indicate littoral to shallow neritic environ

ments (Maberry, I968, pp. 4I, 49) > and Ophicmorpha. which indicates

littoral environment.

Cross-bedding in the sandstone units of the lower shale sub-

member is generally slightly better developed than in the upper Mancos,
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Figiire I4. Trace fossils of the marine portion of the lower shale
submember. All samples from the Bear Creek (No. 4) Mine
Section. Coin diameter 0.94 inch.

(a) Cylindrichnus reptilis(?); siltstone, bedding surface.

(b) Thalassinoides; siltstone, bedding surface.

(c) bioturbated nodular siltstone with poorly preserved
horizontal trails.
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although direction is more variable. All sets definitely identified

are of the trough type, vath current direction varying from southwest-

northeast to north-south. This, together vdth the fossil content and

text\ire, indicates that these units were deposited in a tidal channel,

or possibly as a distributary mouth bar. The marine unit is about 180

feet thick in the Bear Creek area, but it varies widely, from less than

90 feet to over 200 feet. Usually, where the nonmarine mit is thin,

the marine is thick, and vice-versa.

Middle Sandstone Submember. The middle sandstone submeraber

is a massive to thin-bedded cliff-forming sandstone similar to the older

Rollins. This unit occurs as the middle of the three prominent marine

sandstones in the Goal Basin area. The most significant difference be

tween this sandstone and the Rollins is the absence of a bleached white

zone at the top. The sandstone is' fine- to medium-grained, quartzitic

to feldspathic, poorly to moderately sorted, with clay matrix in part,

and buff in color on the outcrop. Sub-angular grains of black chert

occur in this unit. The middie sandstone is generally less iron-stained

on fresh surfaces than the Rollins. Coalified plant debris, although pre-

sent, is not as widely distributed as in the Rollins. The middle sand

stone is generally more massive than the Rollins Sandstone, with cross-

bedding uncommon; where bedded, sub-parallel laminations predominate.

Where cross-bedding is present a transport direction to the south is

indicated.

The only obseiwed fossils were several intervals of well de

veloped Ophiomorpha (fig. 15). The burrow sides were generally much

higher in limonite content than the surrounding rock. The upper surface



Figiire 15. Ophiomorpha biirrow structures in the midd
sandstone. Bear Creek area, south of the Bear
Creek mine. NW;^, SE^, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 8
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of the unit is usually rough and irregular and displays a limmonitic

coating 1 to 4 millipeters in thickness. In a feWj places, continued

deposition from marip^ sandstone to the overlying nciuiiarine sequence

was indicated by transition into the overlji-ng mea^r, but such occur

rences are not conmcajii So«e probable root structures are,present in the

upper foot of the saif4stone, along with, considerable coalified plant

debris.

The middle .sandstone is about 120 feet thick in the Bear Creek

area, but this thickness varies arOund the basin from 30 to 130 feet.

This variation is prcibably due to differing rates of subsidence and sedi

ment influx and diff^ing transporti abilties of the currents around the

fringe of the prograding deltaic congjlex. In some parts of the basin,

thin and limited lenses of carbonaceous silt stone, and even coal, occur

in the upper 10 to 50 feet of the member, fhe unit becomes increasingly

difficxilt to trace to the westi^ahd nopiai of area.

Upper Shale: Submember. This submember is vfell exposed on

the flank of Huntsman Moxmtain, and the lower portion crops out in the

vicinity of the south intake entries of the Dutch Creek No. 2 mine

(fig. 16).^

The lowest unit in the upper shale is a coaly, black to gray

sandy siltstone. The rock has common fragmentary plant impressions, but

none could be identified.

The siltstone is transitional over 2 to 4 inches with an over

lying thick coal seam. The coal, 5 to 8 feet thick, is known various

ly as the "middle" or "upper basin" bed and was mined from the Dutch

Creek No. 2 mine. Rank of the coal is medium-volatile bituminous; in
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Figure 16. Base of the upper shale submember of the Bowie
Shale Member at the No. 2 mine south intake entries.
Note that the shale above the coal has fallen from
the entry roof, leaving hanging rock bolts. Note
also the load features and rough bottom of the silt-
stone channel above the second coal seam (arrow).
View to the west. SW^, SE^, sec. 17, T. 10 3.,
R. 89 W.
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addition, the coal possesses good coking properties. It contains sev

eral bony partings, or zones of high ash, ̂  to 4 inches thick, however,

and washing the coal proved too expensive to warrant further mining.

As a result, the No. 2 mine, opened in 1965^ was closed in 1966.

The coal is overlain by 0 to 2 feet of dark gray carbonaceous

blocky to shaly claystone. The contact is gradational over 2 to 4 inches

in the area of the No. 2 mine. Vfhere blocky, the claystone is somewhat

sandy. The unit contains a few poorly preserved plant remains iidiich

resemble graptolites in appearance. The upper portion contains well-

developed but uncommon branching burrows parallel to the bedding. These

are probably similar to those found immediately above the Mesaverde

coals of the Sunnyside area by Maberry (I968, p. 51 and pi. 14, fig* 4)»

The exposed surfaces (in the mine entry, not on the outcrop) are fre

quently coated with a white amorphous powder and the fossil forms men

tioned above are bounded by a similar vrtiite crystalline material. This

material is probably gypsum, a siilfate common in and around the coal

seams of the southern Piceance basin.
* \

Above the claystone is a nearly featureless buff to white

sandy sil-gfetone. The only distinguishing characteristic is the pre

sence of a rough base, showing interference ripple marks and occasional

load casts, which penetrate the underlying shale, where present, as

deep as 6 inches. V/here the shale is absent, the casts are in contact

with the coal, although they do not penetrate the coal appreciably. This

silts tone is overlain by an 18 inch seam of coal similar to that below.

The sequence above the second coal seam is a nonmarine-marine

sequence nearly identical-to that of the lower shale submember. The
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upper shale submember contains no coquiha intervals; however, the non-

marine sequence is much thinner than in the lower shale submember,

averaging about 50 feet. Exposures of the upper submember are much

poorer than the lower, and studies in the area of the No. 2 mine did

not result in the definition of any specific boundary between the non-

marine and the marine rocks; only a steady increase in trace fossils,

culminating in the occurrence of Ophiomorpha in a thin sandstone about

30 feet above the second coal seam, indicates the transition. Plane-

bedding and the ripples mentioned above were the only sedimentary struc

tures observed in this member.

Upper Sandstone Submember. , The upper sandstone submember,

named for its occurrence as the uppermost of the three prominent marine

sandstones in the district, is, with the exception of grain size, virtu

ally identical to the middle sandstone and Rollins Sandstone discussed

above. This mit is medium-grained, thus being somewhat coarser than

the lower sandstone units. [The reader is referred to plate III and

earlier discussion for lithologic details.] Ophiomorpha was the only

observed fossil. Sedimentary structures indicated a predomdnently

southeasteiAy flow direction. This sandstone represents the final re

gression of the Cretaceous sea from this part of Colorado.

Paonia Shale Member

tha low6r 100 faat of th© Paonxa ShaX© Mcnibar was ©x—

amined, and in a reconnaissance manner only. The upper sandstone sub-

member is overlain by a coaly-siltstone approximately 2 feet thick.

The nature of the contact is unknown, but it is probably similar to the

contacts between the Rollins and middle sandstones and the overlying
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siltstones discussed previously. Above the siltstone a 5- to 7-foot

coal seam is present. This coal is unnamed in the Coal Basin area, but

is probably the Placita Horizon of Hanks (1962, p. 155). In the Goal

Basin district this coal is high-volatile A in rank, and its coking prop

erties are considerably inferior to the lower coals (J.A. Reeves, per

sonal communication).

The sequence above the coal is entirely nonmarine to the upper

limit of the Mesaverde (Gale, 1906, 1910; Lee, 1912; and others). A

ciirsory examination of a few heavily cross-bedded sandstone bodies above

the coal showed a predominantly east-southeast current flow direction

but many sets indicated other ciirrent directions. Fossils are limited

to plant impressions, none of which were well preserved. These units

represent the deltaic plain, flood plain, channel fill, etc. deposits

characteristic of the prograding deltaic-coastal plain complex of the

Mesaverde.



GEOLOGY AND GEOCHEMISTRY OF nOAT.

A great deal of information concerning the depositional en

vironment and diagenetic history of the lower Mesaverde Formation in the

Coal Basin area can be obtained from a study of the coals and coalified

materials contained in the exposed section. The discussion below gives
a brief description of the climates and gross physical factors involved

in the accumulation of peat and chemical and geological considerations

of the transformation of peat to coal.

As reference is made throughout the rest of this report to

the "rank" of coal the reader is referred to table 2, page 63, vdiich

gives the accepted criteria for coal classification by rank.

Coal Formation and Metamorohism

Coal is a direct product of thick peat beds which were de

posited in swamps of various types, the types varying according to

climate or scale. As extensive plant growth in the swamp continued, the

bottom waters stagnated, and dead plant material continued to accumulate.

In time the 4)lant material took over completely, forming weak, saturated,

boggy soils upon which the coal forest vegetation developed. After a

long period of time, the swamp was submerged due to any one of several

factors. At first, this led in most cases merely to a predominance of

deeper-water plants, but eventually the entire swamp v/as submerged,

covered with sediment, and the thick peat bed, which was being formed

throughout the entire period by the action of bacteria on the dead plant

material, became a potential coal seam (Van Krevelin, I963, p. I84).
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2. Clsssification of coals by rank.^

class group

I. anthracite

II. bituminous

fixed carbon

limits, per
cent (dry min
eral-matter-
free basis)

equal or! less
greater .,
than

than

volatile mat- calorific value
ter limits, per limits, Btu per agglomerating
cent (dry min- pound (moist^ ^
eral-matter- mineral-matter-

than

1. meta-anthracite.
2. anthracite....,..

free basis free basis

greaterl equal to equal to less

than °f^less or great-
than er than ^nan

3. semianthracite'

1. low volatile bituminous coal...
2. medium volatile bituminous coal
3. high volatile A bituminous coal
4. high volatile B bituminous coal
5» high volatile C bitxnninous coal

III. subbitxaminous 1. subbituminous A coal.
2. subbituminous B coal.

3. subbituminous C coal.

IV. lignitic 1. lignite A.
2. lignite B.

14,000^
13,000^
11,500
10,500

10,500
9,500
B,300

114,000
13,000
11.500

11,500
10,500
9,500

8,300'
6,300

nonagglomer-
ating

I commonly
agglomerating

5

agglomerating

nonagglomer-
ating

nonagglomer-
ating

1. ̂ rican Society for Testing Materials, I969, Standard Specifications for classificati nn nf nooio v,
(ASTM Designation: D 388-66), I969 Book of ASTM Standards, pt. I9, p. 6?: Philadelphia Pa This^classi f
ication dOM not include a few coals, principally nonbanded varieties, which have unusual'phvkcal and
ical properties ̂ d wMch come within the limits of fixed carbon or calorific value of tL high-?olSilf m"
t^ous ̂ d subbituminous ranks. All of these coals either contain less than 48^ ^era£mI?teri^L^"
fixed carbon or have more than 15,500 moist, mineral-matter-free Btu's per pou^dV matter-free

2. Moist refers to coal containing its natural inherent moisture but not visible surface water
3« If agglomerating, classify in low-volatile group of the bituminous class

Sel caS, regal^i^^ss oToioS?" viS? "-1= =hall be classified according to
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Fhyslcal Factors flontrolllng; Peat Anminiiil aH

Temperature, humidity and rainfall, and topography are the
principal physical factors Involved In the fonnatlon of peats. Although
peats are know in almost all climatic and topographic provinces, large
preserved deposits are much more restricted by these factors.

.Temperature. Contemporary peat deposits are know In all
temperature cones from the arctic to the tropics (Giles, I930, pp. 411.
.416). In general, cold temperature bogs are formed from grasses and
shrubs and are therefore generally thin (Stutcer and Noe, I940, p. 135).
In tropical climates, on the other hand, biological and oxidation action
IS so rapid, especially during short dry seasons, that little unburied

material is preserved (Stutser and Hoe, I94O, p. 169; Francis, I96I,
pp. 185, 187; and others); thus. Wile tropical peats, even thick ones,
do occur, they are not as coimnon as might be expected. Thick peat ac
cumulation is most common in temperate to sub-tropical cones where cold
temperatures during at least part of the year retard both bacterial ac
tion and oxidation reactions (Francis, I96I, p. I87) aUowing dead plant
material to build up faster than it can be destroyed.

Humidity and RalnfaU. Most contemporary peats occur in areas
of moderate to high humidity and rainfall, although they are by no means
WiversaUy restricted to these areas. The essential requirement is an
excess of stagnant water, which slows the action of aerobic (oxidising)
bacteria, eliminates the possibility of direct oxidation from dissolved
atmospheric oxygen, and allows the continued growth of green plants to
sustain the bog (Francis, I96I, p. 187). Rainfall must not be so great
as to cause running water in the swamp for any length of time, however.
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as this may rapidly oxidize, erode, or othervdse disturb the peat bed or

the living plants themselves. Water saturation need not be the result

of rainfall, as water table levels are also important, and if the water

table is high enough, rainfall need not be great (Giles, 1930, p. 408).

The primary climatological requirement for the preservation of

peat is the presence of stagnant water. The peat itself must be satu

rated, for if it is exposed to air for more than brief periods, it will

first be dessicated, then oxidized and decayed; under such conditions

the peat will be destroyed and will not be preserved as coal.

Topography. Topographically the land must only be flat e-

nough to maintain stagnant bodies of water or saturated peat soils (gen

erally with slope angles of less than 20° [Giles, 1930, p. 4081). Peat

bogs are forming today at elevations ranging from sea level to over

12,000 feet, and in topographic provinces ranging from broad coastal

plain swamps to glacial cirques (cf. Moore, 1940, chap. 13-15 and others),

Geologic preservation is most likely in low-lying deltaic and coastal

plain swamps, vrtiere levees, barrier beaches, etc. protect the swamp from

the influx of sediments and brackish or marine water.

The Coalification Process

Biochemical processes are the most important factors in the

very first stage of coalification, the initial decomposition of woody

material and the formation of peat. The bacteria involved in these pro

cesses are almost exclusively anaerobic, the bog being almost totally

deficient in free dissolved oxygen, reducing in Eh (as low as -0.53 v

at pH 3.9), and acidic in pH (varying from 3.7 to 4.5)(Koyama, 1966,

pp. 50, 51; Francis, I964, chap. IV; Fuchs, 1946, p. 132). Biological
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action can continue, however, only as long as bacteria and fungi can

survive the effects of an increasingly toxic environment and the in

creasing heat and pressings of burial. Fungi do not survive beyond a

depth of about 40 centimeters (Van Krevelen, I963, p. 1S6), which indi

cates that they cannot directly influence the formation of lignite. The

effects of bacterial action also decrease with depth. The Carboniferous

lignites of the Moscov; Basin indicate that bacteria do not materially

affect the rank of coal above the lignite stage (Van Krevelen, I963,

p. 186; Flaig, I968, p. 220; and others).

Time, heat, and pressure are the inost important factors in

coal formation, althoijgh time alone has little effect on rank beyond

the lignite stage (Van Krevelen, I963, p. 186). The coals of the Cre

taceous and Tertiary periods are almost exclusively lignites or brown

coals except where other factors have influenced their rank. Lignites -

are also known in the Paleozoic. Those of the Moscow Basin are Mississip-
If

plan in age (M. and R. Teichmuller, 1968, p. 260). Local faults of rela-

tively large displacement and-papid movement or locally, very intense,

rapid folding may cause increase in rank, but this is due more to the

heat of friction than to pressure effects. Experiments have shown that

pressure alone tends to inhibit rather than promote coalification re

actions; the principal effects of pressure on coals are physical, i.e. de

crease in porosity and moistxxre content, increase in specific gravity,

and the orientation of macerals parallel to bedding (M, and R. Teichmuller,

1968, p. 26I; Van Krevelen, 1963, p. 166; and others).

The combination of heat and pressure from increasing depth of

burial, thickness of overburden, and nearness to magmatic heat sources

Itf^l

mi
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is the most important factor in coalificatiai beyond the lignite rank.

The Mississippian lignites of the Moscow Basin and the coals of north

west Europe, mentioned above, differ from the higher-ranked Carboniferous-

Permian coals of the rest of the world only in the fact they have never

been deeply buried and therefore have not been subjected to geothermal

heat. If the temperature is above 100° C (most coalification processes,

even to the rank of anthracite, occur at tenperatures from 100° C to

400 0 [M, and R. Teichmuller, I96S, p. 254]), the longer the temperature

can act, the higher the rank of the coal. A good example is given by
II

M, and R. Teichmuller (I968, p. 257): a borehole in Lower Elbe trough

Carboniferous coals near the North Sea showed a temperature in low-

volatile coking coals at a depth of 16,700 feet of 147° Cj the same

temperature has been encountered in a borehole on the Louisiana Gulf

Coast in Upper Miocene rocks at a depth of 17,700 feet, but here coaly

inclusions have reached only the high-volatile bituminous rank. As

previously inferred in the discussion of the Moscow Basin lignites,

time has little effect if tempej^atures are low. Igneous intrusions may

locally cause extreme variations in rank, causing the formation of natural

coke, anthracite, meta-anthracite, or even graphite, in lower-rank seamsj

altered areas may be very local or may occur over many square miles, de

pending on the scale and heat of the intrusion and the thermal conductivity

of the rocks involved.
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DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT

The "Mesaverde" of the Piceance basin of Colorado and equiva- )

lent rocks of the Uinta basin of Utah were deposited on the shallow

western margin of a late Cretaceous epicontinental sea (Spieker, 1949j

Yomg; 1955, 1966; Weimer, I96O; Warner, 1964; and others). Principal

source area for the sediments was an active \plift in the area of the

present V/asatch Momtains in Utah (Spieker, 1949; Yo\mg, I966).

Traditionally the coal-bearing sequences which intertongue

with the marine "Mancos Shale" have been interpreted as vast coastal

plain deposits. In this interpretation, the intertonguings are caused

by periodic sudden subsidences of the entire depositional basin (Spieker,

1949, p. 65; Weimer, I96O, p. 3; Young, I966, p. 10), and subsequent

eastward progradation of the shoreline by sediments derived from the

highlands to the west. Young has done extensive work in the Book Cliffs

area of Utah and Colorado (1955^ 1957, 1959, and I966) in support of the

coastal plain theory. However, -in the writer's opinion, this interpre

tation fails to accomt for the total Mesaverde sequence in the Coal
if

Basin area and other locations in the Piceance basin. The writer sup

ports instead the deltaic interpretations developed initially for the

Panther Sandstone in the area of Price, Utah, by Howard (1966a, p. 23)

and expanded by Maberry (I968) to include the entire Blackhawk Formation

at Sunnyside, Utah. This deltaic plain is, of course, part of the coastal

plain, but Young excludes deltaic sedimentation from his model.
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Coastal Plain Environment

Spieker (1949, p. 62) suggested that the coal-bearing sequences

of central and eastern Utah and northwestern Colorado were deposited in

the following sequence, from west to east; piedmont, flood plain, coastal

swamp, beach, and offshore sediments. Young (I966, p. 10) expanded these

to include: piedmont, flood plain, mainland beach, lagoon, barrier beach

or island, and near-shore marine environments. As long as the basin

remained stable tectonically, these units migrated steadily eastward,

sediment being supplied by a few minor streams meandering across a vast

flood-coastal plain and by longshore currents sweeping material down

from a large delta located in northeastern Utah or southwestern Wyoming

(Young, 1966, pp. 17, 18).

According to Young (I966, p. 17-20), coal swamps developed

along both the landward and seaward margins of marine or brackish water

lagoons behind the beaches. As the lagoon was filled with sediment

from both marine and nonmarine sources the svramp spread over the entire
' \

sequence. The progradation of this complex was occasionally interrupted

by minor invasions of marine water, the result of minor subsidence. This

mechanism is used by Young to explain the splits commonly found in the

coals. Eventually the entire svamp, which was as wide as 40 miles and

200 to 300 miles long was inmdated by a large subsidence. The shore

line moved inland and the sequence was reinitiated.

The vertical sequence of rocks to be expected from such a

depositional mechanism is as follows (Young, 1966, fig. 6, p. 18) (fig. 17).

The entire unit is underlain by marine shale. This may be overlain by

barrier beach deposits, lagoonal deposits, mainland beach deposits, or
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Figure 17. Coastal plain mechanism for lower Ifesaverde deposition.
After Young, 1966, p. 18, fig, 6.

(a) Barrier beach builds offshore forming lagoon and term
inating growth of mainland beach. Swamp forms along
coast.

(b) Barrier beach progrades seaward with addition of sedi
ment by longshore currents. Lagoon fills and is covered
by swamp vdiich also covers'^ridges and swales of older
part of beach.

(c) Subsidence hinging near shore inundates barrier beach
and part of swamp. New barrier beach forms in shallow
water over old beach, lagoon fills, and old swamp
again spreads seaward.
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coal, depending on where the sequence is examined relative to the shore

line. As the barrier beach migrates seaward over marine shales, and as
• i

the lagoonal areas are filled, the coal swamp spreads, covering not only

the units mentioned above but also the mainland beach sands and lagoonal

deposits. Minor submergences woxild cause the coal swamp to be overlain

by a mainland beach unit, lagoonal deposits, and finally a new barrier

beach to seaward. Further inland, swamp deposition would continue un

interrupted, or would intertongue with flood plain deposits. Greater

subsidence would cause marine shales to be deposited at the same strati-

graphic horizon over a wide area on the coal-bearing sequence. As the

shoreline resimied its eastward progradation, the entire sequence would

be repeated.

The character of the rocks in the Coal Basin area and elsewhere

in the Uinta and Piceance basins where the writer has observed them are

not amenable to this scheme of deposition. In general, the objections

to the coastal plain theory as reviewed above vdll be limited to obser

vations made in the southern-portion of the Piceance basin in Colorado,

although they are probably applicable throughout the entire region.

The Rollins Sandstone would represent the barrier beach or

island of Young; however, in no place was the geometry of the Rollins

typical of such features (cf. Bernard, et. al.. 1962, p. 204; McKee,

1964, p. 284), i.e. cross-stratification dip to seaward, mound shape, etc.

The Rollins shows practically no obvious current featiores, and is every

where nearly planar across the top. Where nonplanar current features

are present they are generally of the trough cross-stratification type

with a general transport direction to the southeast, nearly perpendicular



to the shore line direction of northeast-southv/est shown by Fisher, et. al.

(i960, p. 11), Zapp and Cobban (1962, p. D52) and V/arner (I964, p. IIO4).

A few tabular cross-sets, both in the Rollins and in the sandstones of

the upper Mancos, indicate a possible longshore current direction toward

the northeast, opposite to the direction sviggested by Young (I966, p. I9).

Everywhere that the bottom coal seam in the Rollins-Trout Creek

coal zone was observed, both in Coal Basin and elsewhere in the Piceance

basin, the coal rested either directly on the sandstone or was separated

from it by only a few feet of carbonaceous, medium to coarse-grained mas

sive, non-fossiliferous, carbonaceous siltstone. There is no evidence

for Young's mainland beach or lagoonal deposits (fig. 17). Splits in

the coal are very irregular in shape and thickness. They are massive,

of variable grain size but mostly siltstone, carbonaceous, and contain

no fossil material other than plant debris. They certainly do not in

dicate marine invasion. Variability in thickness of the splits parallel

to the shoreline indicates further that a regional transgression could

not be responsible for this oceurrence.

Little paleobotany has been done on the Upper Cretaceous strata

of this area. Occurrences of maple, laurel, walnut, fig, cottonwood, and

various conifers, including sequoia, are known (Young, I966, p. 19; Tid-

well, 1966, p. 95) however, indicating a fresh water svramp assemblage

possibly similar to that found in eastern seaboard swan^js of today. The

growth of such a swamp into an active marine or even brackish water la

goon such as indicated by Young (see fig. 1?) would be highly improbable.

Over the Rollins coal zones in Coal Basin is a sequence of

mixed environments to be discussed in detail below; the sequence is gen-
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erally nonmarine. Above the nonraarine sequence is a series of shales

and sandstones identical to those in the upper Mancos and identified

as marine. The nature of the contact between the marine and nonmarine

mits varies throughout the basin, as described on page 52. Continuous

deposition is apparent in most areas, while in others either erosion or

non-deposition took place before the marine invasion. The stratigraphic

location of the contact varies considerably, ruling out even a local

blanket marine invasion as suggested by Young (I966, p. 20). Even if

such an invasion did take place it would have to have been very rapid

in order to prevent the reworking of the outer barrier-bar sand into a

transgressive sand unit (in all areas where the contact was observed

or could be placed accurately, the lowest marine tinit is a shaly silt-

stone or silty or sandy shale). The cycle of marine sandstone, coal,

and nonmarine shale and siltstone was repeated three times in the Goal

Basin area. These are not cyclothems in the sense in >diich the term

was introduced by Weller in 1932 (WestoU, I968, p. 74).

An examination of the^ literature failed to uncover a single

instance of genuine cyclic sedimentation of the Mesaverde type in a

contemporary coastal plain area (such as the present southern Atlantic

Coastline of the United States or inter-deltaic regions of the North

American Gulf Coast). Such coastal plains and adjacent ocean basins are

generally fairly stable tectonically, and a mechanism by which cyclic

deposition of this nature cotild take place is difficult to envision. This

is particularly true when the thickness of cyclic sediments involved is

considered; nearly 800 feet of interlayered marine and nonmarine sediments

are present in the Coal Basin area from the base of the Rollins Sandstone
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to the top of the upper sandstone (bottom of the Paonia Shale). An ad

ditional 2,500 feet of nonmarine rocks of the Paonia Shale and undif-

ferentiated Mesaverde is present below the Paleocene Ohio Creek. As

fresh-water fauna in the Bowie Shale at Bowie have been dated as very late

Cretaceous (Fisher, ^., I96O, p. 34), the lower 800 feet, or cyclic

portion, of the Mesaverde at Coal Basin must have been deposited fairly

rapidly to allow an additional 2,000 feet or more of sediment to accumu

late before the close of the Cretaceous Period. An almost total lack of

fossils throughout the entire sequence would be unusual in a quiet coastal

plain environment, particularly where lagoonal deposition is supposedly

common. In addition, this interpretation wovild be hard to apply to sev

eral large nonmarine channel sandstones observed in several areas in the

basin including a series interlayered with coal seams high in the cliffs

west of the No. 3 mine (see figs. 6 and 12).

In summation, for the following reasons, the writer considers

the coastal plain theory (exclusive of deltas) of depositional environ

ment for the Mesaverde untenable;

(1) lack of a satisfactory mechanism to produce the inter-
it

tonguing as it is present, i.e. with irregular marine-

nonmarine contact, nonmarine splits in the coal, etc.j

(2) rate and depth of sudden subsidence would be too great

to be consistent with the present stability of extensive

coastal plains and their associated ocean basins;

(3) general lack of similarity of the units present with

those to be expected in areas of coastal plain deposition

(size, shape, etc.);
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(4) an almost total lack of preserved fossils, except for

trace fossils, is not characteristic of the quiet lagoons

and estuaries to be expected in a coastal plain sequencej

(5) significant fresh-water channel sandstones are more com

mon in the area than might be expected if the coastal

plain environment is assiimed;

g I

(6) if marine invasion were due to lack of supply, or sub

sidence exceeded supply ("rate of subsidence versus rate

of supply"), and the source of supply was a distant delta

(Young, 1966, p. 18), marine invasion would have been

general and at the same stratigraphic position over a

wide region, rather than varying considerably in position

in a small area.

Deltaic Plain Environment

The deltaic environment is being widely applied to explain

complex cyclic sedimentation involving the intertonguing of marine,
it

brackish, and nonmarine sediments. Some authors (Vfestoll, I968, p. 86)

assume this to be the only possible interpretation in cyclic coal-bearing

sequences. The common general sequence is limestone (marine), shale,

sandstone, and coal, with marine overlap at varying positions above the

coal. This cycle is often repeated many times. Commonly, the upper

part of such sequences, which indicate deltaic progradation, show a de

crease in marine sediment content. The terrestrial sediments that re

place them are frequently■far less regular in thickness and lateral ex-
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tent than the lower units and cycles, when present, are hard to recognize

(Westoll, 1968, p. 78). Van Straaten (I96O), Coleman and Gagliano (I964

and 1965), Potter (196?), Shirley (196?), and Westoll (I968), among

others, give excellent summaries of deltaic sedimentation and deltaic

lithologic occurrences.

The Mesaverde sequence in the Coal Basin area and in Piceance

basin is here proposed to be of deltaic origin. The amount of sediment,

the apparent high rate of accumulation and the character of the inter-

tonguing of marine and nonmarine rocks can be more logically explained

in this way. The similarity of the apparent depositional environments

in Coal Basin with those described by Van Straaten (I96O) and Potter

(1967) and the others mentioned above, and the dissimilarity with known

coastal plain environments lends support to this theory.

Coleman and Gagliano (I964) provide an excellent model for

deltaic sedimentation, to which many of the environments of deposition

present in Coal Basin can be referred. These environments, together

with pertinent terminology ere shown in figure 18 and also in figure

19 (p. 79). Note the close similarity between the lithologic sequence

along the vertical section in the hypothetical model (fig. 18) and the

sequence shown in the composite section for the Coal Basin area (pi. III).

In the deltaic model, the upper portion of the Mancos Shale

represents the prodelta environment (fluvio-marine of Van Straaten, 1960,J/
p. 424). Progradation of the delta is shown by the increasing grain

size and more common occurrence of sandstone toward the top of the

Mancos. Burrowing is present in the finer-grained material distant

from distributary mouths but absent in the well-laminated fine-grained
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sandstones closer to the delta. Marine fossils are generally absent.

This is commonly the case in such sequences (Van Straaten, I96O, p. 424;

Coleman and Gagliano, 1965? P- 147). Current energy vras generally low,

as indicated by grain size, poor sorting, and predominance of plane-

bedding. A shallow neritic to sublittoral environment is indicated by

the presence of Arthophycus(?). Cylindrichnus. Gyrochorte. and Thalas-

sinoides(?) as shallow neritic and sublittoral indicators (Seilacher,

1964, p. 311)^ and of Inoceramus and Gardi\im(?) as shallow neritic in

dicators. One Corbula shell was found in a sandstone near the top of

the Mancos. A brackish water indicator, this shell was either trans

ported from its life environment before deposition or it lived in an

area of at least temporarily lower salinity, such as a distributary mouth

bar. Plant material is present, particularly in the sandstones, but is

finely disseminated and not well-preserved. Probably only the uppermost

of these sands are thick and laterally persistent enough to be classed

as true distal bar sands (fig. 19); however, since no definite distribu

tary channel has been identified in the area, none of the upper sand

stones can be definitely placed in this category.

The general absence of epifauna, not only in the prodelta sedi

ments discussed above but throughout the entire sequence, is probably due

to, in a large part, high rates of depositiai. Common rates of accumu

lation off the deltas reviewed by Van Straaten are in the vicinity of

14 inches per year (i960, p. 425). Reduced salinity in the delta front

area due to the influx of great quantities of fresh water is probably

also a factor in the lack of marine organisms.

As the delta complex prograded eastward, the Rollins Sandstone
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KgUE« 19, Model of depositional framework of the Mesaverde
delta in the Coal Basin area during Rollins Sandstone
and lower shale deposition. Width of levees, channels,
etc., exagerated for clarity. Scale is arbitrary, but
based on the absence of significant channeling in the
lowest Mesaverde in Coal Basin. Minor drainages not
shown. (Partially modified from Coleman and Gagliano,
1965, p. 144).
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was deposited. The variable character-of the Rollins sxiggests that it

may represent several different, but closely related, depositional

environments. In general, the unit probably represents a subaqueous

bar-barrier beach congjlex. As has been discussed, the contact between

the Mancos and the Rollins is in most places at least somevdiat gradational,

as would be expected in a prograding ba]>-beach or delta front. However,

where the contact is extremely sharp (for example fig. 9a, SE^, NW^, NE^,

sec. 17), the lower Rollins might represent a distributary channel. This

locality covLLd not be reached for study and therefore, while appearing

to be very massive, the nature of the stratification is not known.

Much of the Rollins possesses the properties of Potter's

alluvial sands (1967, p. 3A4)* carbonaceous debris, detrital and chenn

ical cements, low to absent faunal content, poor to moderate sorting,

moderate grain-matrix ratio (the latter two factors are the least common

of these characteristics in Coal Basin), tendency to poor rounding, high

textural variability, and generally unimodal highly oriented cross-

bedding. Some areas are more similar to Fisk's bar-finger sands (1961,

pp. 36-47), particularly vdiere a transitional Mancos-RoUins contact is

in conjunction with trough cross-stratification. Most of the cross-

stratification foxmd in the Rollins is of the trough type vd.th a trans

port direction normal to the shoreline, further indicating relatively

high current velocities characteristic of channels. The geometry of

the Rollins Sandstone however, not only in Coal Basin but throughout the

southern Piceance basin, indicates that the \anit is not in general a

distributary channel deposit of either type. It probably represents

these channel deposits plus original sand reworked into a bar-beach-
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delta front con5)lex, occasionally retaining the form of the original

channels. The presence of some cross-bedding in the direction of proba

ble longshore currents to the northeast is further evidence of this re

working, as is the sorting which is usually better than would be ex

pected in a channel sand. Much work needs to be done to prove a multiple

environment hypothesis, however, and these conclusions must be considered

tentative.

The shale tongue in the Rollins (see fig. 9) indicates a minor

marine incursion due to submergence by sediment load of the main delta

conqjlex further to the northwest, to "hinge line faiilting" (Westoll,

1968, p. 87), or to submergence from a combination of con5)action and a

brief interruption in sand supply. The difference in stratigraphic

position of the tongue in parts of the area and its absence both immedi

ately nojrth and south of Coal Basin indicates that this submergence was

not uniform and therefore probably not of tectonic origin.

The upper part of the Rollins is similar in most respects to

the lower part. Fossil content of the entire sandstone is limited

almost entirely to Ophiomorpha. a common beach and shallow neritic

zone inhabitant. The upper few feet of the Rollins have been bleached

vAiite by acid solutions from the swan?) which developed over it, as

previously discussed. An increase in clay content occvurs in the upper

most part of the sandstone; the clay probably formed in place from the

decomposition of feldspar these acid solutions. The upper surface of

the Rollins is rough and irregular, with as much as a foot of relief

locally, and root marks are common, indicating subaerial or subaqueous

exposure and minor erosion before the overlying siltstone was deposited.
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The Rollins represents the delta front .environment of Coleman and Gag-

liano (see fig. 18).

As the delta prograded southeastward, the basal siltstone

of the lower shale submember of the Bowie Shale Member was deposited,

probably by flooding from the distributaries. This unit represents the

base of the bounding marsh and swamp sediments (fig. 18) and was initially

deposited immediately landward of the shoreline. The river floodplains

and lagoonal areas were protected from marine or brackish water invasions

by the barrier beach to the southeast. Thickness of the siltstone varies

considerably, probably due to irregularities in the upper Rollins sur

face.

With continued progradation the distributaries built up and

out over the delta front deposits. Protected by the barrier beach to

seaward and natural levees along the rivers, the interdistributary areas

became basinal lows. These were filled with fresh water, due either

to a high water table or to entrapment of river flood and rain water

becaxise of bad drainage. Peat swamps developed in the stagnant water,
" \

probably from grasses at first, with woody plants spreading into the

swamps letter to form the thickest of the coal seams. Siltstone splits

in the coals indicate periods of flood, when the levees were breached

and suspended load clays and silts were deposited. These splits are

very lenticiilar, indicating that the flooding was neither universal

throughout the swamp nor longlived when it occurred. The relatively

coarse-grained content and the thickness of some of the splits indicate

that the breached levee was probably not far away (most clastic sedimen

tation in such flooding occurs near crevasses cut in the levees), al-
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though no channels were found interrupting the lower coal zone. The

swamp remained generally intact, however, and vegetation continued to

accumulate as peat, possibly to as thick as 200 feet, if the generally
assumed relation of 10 feet of vegetation to 1 foot of coal is correct.

The extremely sharp contact between the B seam and the over

lying siltstone ( see fig. 11 ) indicates that swamp deposition ceased ̂

very rapidly. The contact is not erosional; there is no evidence of * ^ ^

scour at the contact and little carbonaceous material is present in

the bottom of the siltstone. A possible mechanism for this is a sudden

small increase in the salinity of the swanqj water, causing the immediate

death of the fresh-water vegetation (R. J. Weimer, personal communication),
through either a tidal breach in the barrier beach or the invasion of an

interdistributary bay or lagoon. The formation of a brackish-water

lagoon could result from a sudden invasion of tidal waters into the

peat swan^)due to differential compaction (Van Straaten, I960, p. 421).
The siltstone is very well laminated vdth some fine coaly debris on the

bedding planes. As salinity^increased, animal activity increased, as "

evidenced by bedding disruption in units above the siltstone. In the

No. 4 mine area, two coquina intervals occur composed primarily of

Corbula and Corbicula shells, with possible Ostrea fragments, all in

dicating a brackish water lagoonal environment (Van Straaten, I96O,

p. 421). In the area of the No. 1 mine, only one of these zones is

poorly represented, suggesting that the brackish-water lagoons were not

widespread, and that these lagoons probably did not reach either the

size or salinity of true interdistributary bays.

Two well-developed fine-grained channel sandstones occur in
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the cliff face southeast of the No. 1 mine (fig. 12). One of these may

cut both the brackish water fossil intervals described above and the

upper few inches of the B coal seam, but, as the outcrop is inaccessible,

this is not certain. A third such channel occurs in the highwall of the

strip pit east of the No. 1 mine (see fig. 3b).

The rest of the nonmarine portion of the lower shale submember

consists of sandy silt- and mudstones of fresh to brackish water origin.

Few megafossils were found. The fresh-water limestone near the top of

this series was formed in a shallow lake, probably by lime-secreting algae.

Fine-grained channel deposits may be present, as evidenced by the lenti-

cularity of many of the siltstone units, but, due to the lack of three-

dimensional control, none were identified.

The brackish and fresh-water sequence is overlain by a marine

section very similar to the upper part of the Mancos. The variable

nature of this contact has been discussed above. Cylindrichnus reptilis

and Thalassinoides are the most common trace fossils in the siltstones,

indicating a shallow neritic to sublittoral environment (Seilacher, I964,

p. 311). The bedding in several of these units has been thoroughly de

stroyed by^urrowing, forming a mottled outcrop appearance (Howard, 1966b)
of bioturbated sediment. occurs in the sandstones, indi

cating a littoral or shallow neritic environment. Cross-bedding in the

sandstones is similar to that in the thin sandstones of the upper Mancos,

and their origin is probably similar.

In the deltaic model, this invasion of marine waters and

return to prodelta sedimentation represents the subsidence of the lagoon-

deltaic plain envirorunent in which the previous sediments were deposited.



as a single one.

marine and nonmarine rocks in the lower shale sub-

member varies considerably throughout the area, indicating that the marine
invasion took place slowly and irregularly, invading fresh-water areas

only when terrigenous sediment supply could not keep up with subsidence.

The sequence described above of marine shelf, prodelta, beach
(delta front), swamp, and brackish and fresh

plain (del^ic plain) environments occurred three times in the Coal
Basin area. As the marine marginal bay described above deepened, it
became a natural center of sedimentation, and distributary sediments

agam began to fill it, transforming portions of it into a true inter-

distributary bay. The middle and upper sandstones indicate progradations
similar to that represented by the Rollins. Marine rocks

the Bowie Shale Member, however, and none occur in the Paonia Shale over

lying the upper sandstone. Again, note the similarity between the actual

water lagoon and flood-

are limited to

marine unit in the

southern Piceance basin, invasions of this type were widespread and large,
but occurred as a series of marginal bays rather than

The relative amount of

by the abundance of trace fossil activity in these rocks compared to the
lower, nonmarine interval. The absence of epifaunal remains, however,
indicates either that sedimentation was too rapid even in the subsiding
bay to permit much bottom surface life or that the substrate was of such
a nature as to prevent organic activity. Considering both the extent and

the irregularity of thickness and position of this

A destructional or marginal bay results. The

by sand (beach) deposition due simply to a lack

of this type in the Mississippi delta are commonly not beach-protected

overlap was not accompanied

of sand supplyj bays
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sequence (pi. Ill) and that shown in figure 19.

There are three possible explanations of this cyclic sedi

mentation, all of which might cause periodic subsidence of the deltaic

sediments and allow marine deposition. In such sequences, subsidence

is not apparent as long as rivers continue to bring an adequate sup

ply of sediment to the area in question. However, a shift in the area

of deposition or reduction of sediment input for any reason woxild cause

the subaerial parts to sink below sea-level (Van Straaten, I96O, p. 435).

The possible causes for this subsidence are: (a) lowering of the basementj

(b) the consolidation of and downwarp by faulting in lower sediments; and

(c) the compaction of recent, near-surface sediments (Westell, I968,

pp. 87, 93; Van Straaten, I96O, p. 435). The irregularity of the marine

invasion practically rules out the possibility of general basement

subsidence; basement lowering is not thovight to be a major factor in

modern deltaic sequences (Van Straaten, I96O, p. 435) and probably was

not in the Mesaverde delta. The consolidation and faulting of older

sediments, i.e. isostatic adjustment along a hinge-line generally
' \

parallel to the coast, is important in the Mississippi delta and may

have beert the controlling factor in the Carboniferous cyclothems of

north England and Scotland (Van Straaten, I96O, p. 436; Westoll, I968,

p. 97). The large extent of the marine invasion mentioned above is the

only evidence for this type of control in the Goal Basin area. According \

to Van Straaten (I96O, p. 437), most of the relative surface subsidence

in the Mississippi delta, allowing brackish water and marine invasions,

is caused by the compaction of the youngest deposits, and this is pro

posed to be the major mechanism of subsidence in the Coal Basin area.
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Sedimentation was rapid, and, with the large amount of peat, clay, and
mud that was present, subsidence due to initial compaction must have

been significant. In areas where the supply of sediment from rivers

was cut off this subsidence almost certainly would have dropped the

deltaic plain surface below sea level, resulting in marine invasion.

In summary, the upper Mancos-lower Mesaverde sequence in the

Coal Basin area was deposited by a south-southeastward prograding delta

(fig. 19). Three cycles, composed generally of marine shale, prodelta,

delta front, and beach sand, and paludal and flood plain environments

are present. Time relations of these cycles in relation to the units

deposited are shown in figure 20. This cyclic sedimentation was con

trolled by a combination of hinge-line adjustment and compaction, the

former more important on a regional scale, the latter responsible for

most local subsidence and for the actual occurrence of intertonguing in

any given area.

The sequence began with the deposition of prodelta sands and

silts in the upper Mancos and continued with the formation of the Rollins

Sandstone, delta front, barr\er beach, possibly containing a few alluvial,

distributary, and/or bar finger sand channels. Over the sand the lagoonal-

paludal-flood plain deposits, including one important coal zone, of the

lower shale submember of the Bowie Shale, were deposited by the prograding

delta distributaries. Subsidence and a lack of sediment brought the in

vasion of marine waters and a sequence similar to the upper Mancos-

Rollins was deposited. The marine invasion marked the beginning of the

second cycle, with the upper part of the lovrer shale submember representing

this cycle. In the third cycle, which was the same as the other two, the
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Figure 20. Deltaic mechanism for lower Mesaverde sedimentation in
the Coal Basin area. Scale is arbitrary; size and thickness
of levees, coal zones, etc., exaggerated for clarity.

(a) Rollins Sandstone deposition as delta front and barrier
beach. Peat accumulation in fresh-water swamp. Flood
deposits near crevasses in levees cause splits in coal.

(b) Deposition of nonmarine portion of lower shale. Algal
limestone deposited in fresh-water lake. Carbonaceous
mudstone and siltstone deposited in well—drained
swamp.^ Minor tidal breaks in beach cause brackish
to marine deposition in isolated lagoons.

.. . iP
\c) Subsidence plus lack of supply causes local marine

invasion in the form of marginal bay. Environment first
brackish, then marine.

(d) Marine deposition in large, unprotected marginal bay.
Second cycle initiated by distributary sedimentation
shifting back into the immediate area.

(e) Middle sandstone deposition. Cycle repeated once more
to deposit upper sandstone.

Lanation oi

beach and levee sands and sandy silts

/y'z'/y/// generally nonmarine or brackish sands, silts, and muds

lagoonal, quiet marine, or fresh-water limes

generally marine sands, silts, and muds

coal zone, showing splits caused by breached-levee
flooding [<sw] and lagoonal limes and muds [o*fg]

delta front and prodelta sands and silts

— ' ̂ ^ • - prodelta and open ocean silts and muds
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upper portion of the upper shale submember, the upper sandstone submember,

and the coal-bearing rocks above the upper sandstone were deposited.

This third cycle was not terminated by a marine :mvasion, possibly due

to an increase of sediment influx, and the rest of the Mesaverde contains

no marine rocks. The top of the upper sandstone marks the boundary be

tween the Bowie Shale and the Paonia Shale Ifembers of the Mesaverde

Formation.

The well-developed coals indicate extensive periods of wide-
jl-;

spread stagnant water swamps. The cliniate was probably warm-temperate

to subtropical humid, with moderate but not heavy rainfall. There was

little topographic development on the delta, other than highs represented

by barrier beaches and natural levees and lows in swamps, lagoonal, and

bay areas. There is little evidence of specific vegetation type in Coal

Basin, but in the Bowie area studied by Lee (1912) and other studies

discussed above, leaves and twigs of both coniferous and deciduous trees

have been found. The overall climate was probably similar to that fomd

in the Gulf and southern Atlantic Coastal portions of the United States

today.

Although the only large-scale channel in the lower shale sub-

member known to the writer is in the area of Somerset, about 25 miles

west of the thesis area, the nature of the intertonguing of the Mesa

verde with the Mancos in this part of the basin (cf. Wahner, I964) in

dicates that during the time most of the rocks of the Coal Basin se

quence were deposited the principal depocenter, or source of sediment,

was some distance to the north. This is shown primarily by the relative

amounts of marine and nonmarine rocks; nearly 2,000 feet of largely non-
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marine lower Mesaverde present at New Castle is missing by facies change

in the Coal Basin area.
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RAIJK OF TIIE COAL AND DIAGENISIS

The lower and niiddle coal zones are medium volatile bituminous

in rank; the upper zone is high volatile A. The lower two zones are

strongly coking, while the coking character of the upper zone is not

known.

The major factors influencing coalification have been discussed

(p. 62). In many coalfields a decrease of 0.2 - 0.8^.of the volatile
matter per 100 feet of descent has been found (Mason, I958, p. 227). If

the lower coals are assumed to have an approximate volatile matter con

tent of 20^ and the rank is assumed to be due entirely to depth of burial,
reference to an average coal with U2% volatile matter would indicate a

burial depth of from 14,500 to 15,500 feet (Mason, 1957, fig. 39). How

ever, a maximum of 8,000 to 12,000 feet of Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary

overburden at the most was ever present in the area. High volatile B

and C coals are the most common throughout the Piceance basin, and if a

volatile matter content consistent with these ranks is chosen, about 35^,
a depth of burial of about 11,000 feet is shown (Mason, 1957, fig. 39).

Thus, it ̂ s readily apparent that heat from intrusive activity has ele

vated the rank of coal beyond that which it could have reached due to

burial depth alone.

Although intense alteration occurs immediately adjacent to

the dikes in the area, the uniform high rank of the coal throughout the

area indicates that the major thermal effects responsible for the rank

are not due to the dikes themselves. This further enhances the theory

of a shallow intrusive origin for the Coal Basin anticline, as such an
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intrusive would have heated the overlying rocks in a more or less uniform

manner, creating the observed coal characteristics. The lower rank of the

upper coal zone is probably due to a lower maximum temperature attained

because of its greater distance from the heat source and the occurrence

of several highly heat-conductive sandstones which occtir between the

upper zone, the lower coals, and the heat source (M. and R. Teichmuller,

1968, p. 254).

Diagenetic aspects of the clastic sediments were not studied

in detail, except as mentioned above with respect to the bleaching of

the upper several feet of the Rollins and the occurrence of clay in the

same portion of this member, and will be mentioned only briefly. Early

diagenetic effects, such as compaction and reworking by organisms, have

been discussed.

Quartz-quartz and quartz-orthoclase contacts in the sandstones

were studied in thin section. In general, long-long and concavo-convex

contacts predominated, vdth a few sutured contacts in the lower units;

these may be classified as moderate pressure effects characteristic of

the depth of burial suggested above (Taylor, 1954). Effects of folding

and intrufeion in grain contacts appear to be slight.

Original cementing material depends on the unit. The marine

beach sandstones appear to have been originally cemented by calcium car

bonate with some clay matrix. Matrix cementing predominates in the other

sandstones. Recrystallization of the carbonate, together with the cal-

cite invasion of units which probably were not originally calcareous, is

almost universal and probably accompanied hydrothermal fluids accompanying

intrusion; this theory is strengthened by the presence of crystalline to
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massive calcite on many joint surfaces. Calcite veins are present in

the Mancos Shale. Silica cement is common near the dikes but is not

present throughout the area. Intense silicification often occurs vdthin

50± feet of the dikes, although indications of other alteration, such
as baking, clay alteration, etc. are generally very restricted or absent.
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ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Coal is, of course, the principal economic product of the Coal

Basin area. Most mining has been restricted to the upper D seam of the

lower shale submember. The Coal Basin mine, opened in I9OO by the Colorado

Coal and Iron Company and closed in I9O8 by the Colorado Fuel and Iron

Company, produced a total of 1,009,100 tons of coal. The coal was shipped

by rail (the Crystal River Railv/ay, now abandoned) to Redstone v;here it

was coked before being shipped to the company's mills for steelmaking.

The Mid-Continent Coal & Coke Company's Dutch Creek No. 1 mine,

opened in 1956, had produced 3,772,971 tons to January 1, I969. The Dutch

Creek No. 2 mine was opened by Mid-Continent in the middle seam in the

upper shale in I965, but was closed the next year because of the cleaning

problems mentioned above; a total of 272,731 tons was produced. This

mine also had considerable roof control problems with the shale that

formed much of the immediate roof. The L.S. Wood, or No. 3, mine v;as
* X

opened in I966 in the B seam of the lower shal.e; by January 1, I969, the

mine ha^ produced a total of 594,101 tons. The Bear Creek, or No. 4,

mine, is under development at the present time. Coal is trucked from

the mines to the v/ashing plant in the center of the basin, and trucked

again from there to the railhead at Carbondale. Coal is delivered by

rail-to U.S. Steel's mills at Provo, Utah and Kaiser Steel's at Fontana,

California. Coal v/as coked briefly at Redstone in the early l9-nO's in

the original CF&l beehive coke ovens.

The dip of the coal se-ain being mined at present v;wies from

12*^ to 20°; despite this, the rrunejj are completely mechani'/ed. The ex-
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perience gained by the use of continuous miners, loading machines, and

shuttle cars in the mines (Reeves, I966) should serve as a valuable

guide to other companies as Western coals become more and more in de

mand.

The emission of large quantities of methane gas is the

predominant mining problem in the areaj a secondary objective of this

report was to determine if emission of gas was related in any way to

the direction of sedimentary structures in the surrounding strata.- How

ever, such study proved at least preliminarily fruitless, as the roof

rock, vdiere observed, was everywhere a plane-bedded siltstone, and the

floor rock was not exposed (the A seam, where joined with the B, is left

as the floor) or consisted of a non-bedded massive coaly siltstone. This

aspect needs further study, however, as the gas quantities will increase

as the mines deepen. Three major explosions have occurred in the No, 1

mine, in one of which nine n^n died in December, I965. An average of

about 4,700,000 cubic feet of methane per day is emitted from the No. 1

mine and Ut500,000 cubic fbet per day from the L.S Wood (No. 3) mine.

The gas is emitted primarily from the coal, although some is also given

off by the roof and floor. Vacuum pressure-release drilling was car

ried on as an-experimental program in an attempt to reduce these quanti

ties of gas, by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Pittsburgh Mining Research

Center) d\iring the summer of 1968, but the program is now dormant. Two

fans, moving a total of nearly 500,000 cubic feet of air per minute, are

required to keep the mine atmosphere below 1% methane, as required by law.

This much air, of course, dries out the coal left along the haulageways

and other entries, and heavy rock dusting and sprinkling is required to
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allay the dangers of explosive coal dust and mine fires.

The friability of the coal causes excessive production of fines
both in the mines and in the cleaning plant. However, since the coal is
for coking purposes only this is not as serious a problem as it might
be. The size of mine run coal is in excess of 65^ l-inch and smaller
at all times (Reeves, I967, p. 1) and clean coal averages about 6%
i-inch and smaller, with 9% 100 mesh (Reeves, I967, p. 25). Plant ref-
use varies from 8^ to 25^, but is generally low (Reeves, I967, p. 1).
Non-geologic problems vMch present a formidable challenge to the con?>any
are great quantities of snow and sub-zero tenqjeratvires during winter

months and the fact that the mines are located at about 10,000 feet ele
vation.

A lead-zinc vein, running about 20^ zinc, has been found in a
baked shale zone in the Mancos Shale. The vein is about 18 inches thick
and is lens-shaped, about 20 feet long on the outcrop. One test hole

drilled in the area did not intersect the vein. The vein probably fol
lows a northeast-trending joint or fault which ̂ ips steeply either to the
northwest or southeast. The exposure is not good, and the vein was not
studied in detail. Other sulfide occurrences may be present in the

basin, but none are known at the present time.

Prospects for oil in the area are slim. The four wells spudded
in the Mancos Shale, which have been described above, were either dry or
showed only traces of oil and gas. Due to thermal alteration and intru
sive activity in the area, and the lack of sufficient traps, the pres-,

ence of oil in the Mesaverde is unlikely. Gas is present in the coal

zones, but probably not in sufficient quantity to be commercially valuable.
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Measured Section 1

NEi, NE^, NE^, sec. 20, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
2nd South Intake, Dutch Creek No. 1 Mine Section

(stream channel and cliff face exposures)

Mesaverde Formation
Bovd.e Shale Member

Lower shale submember

Interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale. Sand
stones buff, fine-grained, planar laminated,
with occasional Ophiomorpha. Siltstones gray
with occasional burrows and tubes. Shales
grayj not studied in detail.

Interbedded shale, siltstone, and sandstone. Shales
gray, sandy in places, locally silicified, con
taining a few unidentified tubes and possible
inoceramid fragments. Siltstones gray to brown,
locally sandy, planar and ripple laminated, lann
inations commonly altered burrowing, occa
sionally mottled; some poorly developed Cylin-
drichnus(?) and Gyrochorte tubes, particularly
in sandy parts. Sandstones buff to gray, thin,
fine- to very-fine-grained, planar laminated,
a few Ophiomorpha and Cylindrichnus tubes;
sandstone not common in this section

Interbedded siltstone, sandstone, and limestone.
Siltstones gray, carbonaceous, %infossilferous,
planar laminated to massive. Sandstones buff,
fine-grained, well to moderately sorted, planar

4t» l^nated, mfossiliferous. Limestones massive,
micro- to cryptocrystalline, no observed fossil
material; locally weathers into complex pseudo-
fossil forms. Top of nonmarine section

Sandstone, buff to brown, fine-grained, lithic;
plane-bedded to cross-laminated, ripple lami
nations most common. Possible convoluted
laminations in places. No observed fossils. -

Interbedded sandstone and shale. Sandstone buff to
brown, fine-grained, locally silty, commonly
ripple to plane-laminated. Shales gray, silty
to sandy. No observed fossils
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Limestone, light brown to yellow, sandy, crypto-
crystalline, weathered surface, intricate-
pseudofossils

Interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale. Sand
stones brown, fine-grained, lithic, thinly
laminated to massive; ripple laminations occur,
some bedding possibly destroyed by burrowing,
no other evidence of organic activity; carbona
ceous, some coalified plant debris. Silt-
stone gray to brown, locally sandy or shaly;
occasionally planar laminated, commonly mas
sive; carbonaceous; no observed fossils.
Shale gray, locally silty; several thin bands
very hard, possibly silicified; very poorly
preserved Corbula and Ck)rbicula, a thin inter
val approximately 35 feet above bottom of unit
contains common fragments of these organisms;
spherical shale forms occur near bottom, pos-

Covered — hard brownish-gray laminated siltstone
exposed in nearby 2nd south intake

Covered — coal and siltstone exposed near 2nd
south intake and in area of No. 4 mine

Rollins Sandstone Member

Sandstone, buff to white, fine- to medium-grained,
weakly to strongly calcareous, moderately
well-sorted^except near top; t9p contains much
clay, bleached white. Locally cross-bedded;
trough sets predominate, a few tabular sets
occur. Ophiomorpha corajaon, locally well-
developed; no other fossils observed. Base

Covered — interlayered shale and siltstone ob
served on cliff faces throughout area

Sandstone, buff to brownish-gray, medium to fine
grained, moderately to well-sorted, poorly
rounded. Crossbedding not uncommon; mostly
appears to be of the trough type, although
expression is poor. Contact with Mancos
Shale below gradational. Top covered

Total section
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Measured Seetion 2

NE^, NW^, SE^, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
Bear Creek (No. 4) Mine Section

(stream channel exposure)

Feet

Mesaverde Formation
Bovfie Shale Member

Lower shale sutmember

Interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shales,
partially covered. Sandstmes gray to brown,
fine-to very fine-grainedj commonly planar
laminated with occasional trough cross—lam
ination and cross-bedding; fossil content
limited to Ophiamorpha. Siltstone gray,
commonly sandy, laminated to thin-bedding,
commonly mottled; Ophiomorpha(?). Cylindrich-
nus. Thalassinoides occur. Shales gray, silty,
with bedding largely destroyed by organic
activity. Not studied in detail — 105

Interbedded sandstones, siltstones, and shales.
Sandstones buff to gray, fine to very fine
grained, thin, extensively but poorly trough
cross-stratified, ripple-marte common; Ophio-
morpha commcai in upper sands, less so in lower;
carbonaceous material common. Siltstones gray,
very sandy, plane to weakly cross-bedded, but
bedding largely destroyed; Cylindrichnus rep-
tilis. Thalassinoides commcn, well developed.
Shales gra^, sandy, bedding largely destroyed - 36

Interbedded siltstone, sandstone, and shale,
^  Siltstone gray, very sandy, thin-bedded;

bedding highly distorted by burrowing, no
forms identified; 1 inch unit near top con
tains much coalified plant material. Sand
stones gray to buff, very fine-grained, poorly
sorted, lithic; thin—bedded to laminated,
bedding disrupted by burrowing particularly
near bottom. Shales gray, barren 10

Interbedded siltstone and sandstone, Siltstones
gray, sandy, thin-bedded; bedding commonly
totally destroyed by burrowing; a few shaly
siltstone units barren. Sandstones gray to
buff, lithic to feldspathic, thin plane-
bedded, fine grained; poorly developed Ophio-
morpha structures 10
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Interbedded shale, siltstone, and limestone.
Shales dark gray, thin bedded to massive
in appearance, barren except for very rare
Corbula(?) fragments. Siltstones gray, shaly,
generally thin, thin plane-bedded, vdth rare
disruption by burrowing. limestones occur
only near top, dark brown to black, thin,
massive, silty, micro-crystalline. Top
of nonmarine section

Siltstone, gray, poorly bedded, very calcareous,
coquina interval (6 inches) at top consisting
of Corbtila and Corbicula shells and fragments,
possibly Ostrea also

Interbedded sandstone, siltstone, and shale.
Sandstones gray, fine- to very fine-grained,
planar and ripple laminated, lithic, car
bonaceous, barren. Siltstones gray, sandy
to shaly, thin-bedded to planar laminated,
with coal inclusions. Shale dark gray,
locally sandy, barren except for a very
few poorly preserved Corbula(?) molds and small
coaly inclusions

Sandstone, buff, fine- to very fine-grained,
moderately sorted, poorly rounded, thin to
moderately bedded, feldspathic to lithic,
limmonitic secondary calcite along bedding
planes; minor oscillation ripple marks occur.
Barren except for 2 inch zone 3 inches from top,
which contains many unidentifi^ shell frag
ments preserved as recrystallized calcite

Mudstone and siltstone, gray to gray-brown, bot
tom sandy, top shaly; sandy laminae throughout;
shell fragments occur near top

Sandstone, gray-brown, very fine- to medium-grained,
poorly sorted, carbonaceous to coaly, plant
debris occurs as laminae, othervd.se no bedding -

Mudstone, gray, massive, exhibits spherical cleavage,
or "flow rolls"; hard, silty, carbonaceous —

Siltstone, gray, carbonaceous to coaly, shaly.

Coal, friable, clean; upper B seam
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Siltstone, dark red-brown^ very coaly, bedding
represented only by coal streaks, retains
blocky cleavage of coal

Coal, friable, top and bottom siltyj lower B

Siltstone, dark red-brown, coaly, bedding repre
sented by coal streaks only, retains blocky
cleavage of coal

Coal, friable, dull, top and bottom silty. Upper
A seam

Siltstone, yellow-brown, sandy in center> car
bonaceous to coaly, poorly bedded except for
coaly streaks

Coal, friable, dull, silty, sandy at bottom.
Lower A seam

Siltstone, yellow-brown, sandy, carbonaceous to
coaly, poorly bedded except for cpal streaks.
Planar laminations present in sandier areas.
This mit is very lenticular, and is commonly
absent

Rollins Sandstone Member

Sandstone, buff to white, fine- to medium-grained,
bleached white and carbonaceous at top;
variety of poorly developed cross-stratifi
cation displayed but mostly plane-bedded or
massive. Shale parting about 10 feet thick near

^  center. Fossils in sandstone limited to
Ophiomorpha

Note; Entire No. 4 mine section somewhat calcareous,
much silicification also from adjacent dike.

Total section 442
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Measured Section 3

NW^, SE^, SE^, sec. 17, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
No. 2 Mine South Intakes Section

(strip pit high wall exposure)

Mesaverde Formation
Bowie Shale Member

Upper shale submember

Interbedded siltstone and shale. Siltstones
gray, massive to planar laminated; indica-
.tions of organic activity increase upward,
with Qphiomorpha occurring about 13 feet
above the base in a very sandy siltstone to
fine-grained sandstone. Shale gray, silty
occasionally containing well-developed verti
cal tubes. Load casts and other rough bottom
features characterize the shale-siltstone
interfaces in this sequence. Top is cov
ered

Coal, hard, bright, top and bottom sandy; gyp-
siferous

Mudstone, dark gray, coaly, contains free sulfur;
thin-bedded

Siltstone, brown to gray, massive, blocl^, car
bonaceous, locally rough bottom

Shale, dark gr^y, silty, thin-bedded, carbonaceous -

Coal, hard, bright, gypsiferous along fractures;
^  sharp contacts

Mudstone, dark gray, coaly, contains free sulfur,
limmonite; thin-bedded

Siltstone, white, sandy, moderately plane-bedded
to massive, noncalcareous. Rough bottom with
some load casting. Contains a few leaf imr-
pressions, some possible but poorly preserved
ripple marks and burrow structures. An ir
regular mudstone lens occurs 1 to 2 feet from
the top, 0 to 6 inches thick

Shale, black, highly carbonaceous, contains some
plant impressions and rare but well-preserved
Cylindrichnus(?)
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Coal, hard, bright, gypsiferous along fractures;
contains several silty partings g to 4 inches
thick

Siltstone, sandy, very carbonaceous and coaly vdth
common leaf and stem in^jressions; upper por
tion a silty mudstone. Fractures and bedding
surfaces covered vdth hard limmonite coating.
Very irregular in thickness

Sandstone, gray to vdiite, quartzitic to feldspathic,
very fine to mediunv-grained, upper few inches
bleached white; upper portion contains much
plant material. Weakly calcareous. Upper
surface irregular, contains root marks, coated
with limmonite. Moderately to well-sorted,
moderately rounded. Generally barren here;
Ophiomorpha found nearby but not common.
Bottom not exposed

Total section
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Plane Table Sections

Thirty-seven sections were measured using a plane table and

alidade. Good vantage points of known elevation on the topographic map
were chosen wherever possible. In cases where observation point eleva

tion was not known, rod lines were run to points of known elevation.

Once the plane table was properly located and oriented and the

instrument adjusted, the following procedure was used. First, the alidade
was aimed at the exposure to be measured; the sight angle was then adjust
ed to zero degrees. A ray was dravm from the observation point through
the area to be measured. The zero point, or point on the exposure of
equal elevation with the observation point, was then determined. This

step provided an instrument-map correlation check in addition to giving a
definite base point for further work along that section.

Section measurements were as follows. The sight angle was ad
justed to place the desired formation contact on the cross-hairs and the

angle was recorded. As accurate an estimate as possible of the horizontal

distance from the observation point to the contact along the sight line
on the^base map was mde. In general the accuracy of these estimates

was high; however, as long as the sight angle is less than 10°, errors

produced by inaccurate horizontal distance estimation are small. With

the horizontal distance and vertical sight angle known, the exact ele

vation of the contact can be calculated from the equation

X = y tan a

where y is the horizontal distance, a is the sight angle, and x is the

vertical distance from the zero line to the contact. Adding x to the
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zero line elevation gives the elevation of the contact. This elevation

is then marked as the contact on the topographic map.

Not all of the sections measured are given below. Typical

measurements in each series are tabulated.

Series A: sec. 22, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

Section 1: Upper Rollins Sandstone (approx.)-
Shale parting

Lower Rollins Sandstone

Thickness, ft

Total section

Section 2; Middle sandstone —— —

Total section——- ,

Series B; SE^, NW^, sec. 21, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
Section 1: Upper sandstone

Upper shale

Middle sandstone

Total section

Section 2: Upper s^dstone

Upper shale

^  Middle sandstone

Lower shale (approx.

Total section

Series C: NE^, sec. 20, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.

Section 1: Upper sandstone to base of altered
zone. Huntsman Mtn dike

Upper sandstone

Upper shale

Middle coal zone

Middle sandstone

Total section 1,121
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Thickness, ftliLLCKneSection 2: Upper sandstone fo base of altered
zone. Huntsman Mtn. dike

Upper sandstone
4V

Middle coal zone ^
Upper middle sandstone ^
Coal parting ^
Middle middle sandstone 26
Shale parting ^
Lovrer middle sandstone—-

Total sectxon^^—*— 1X9

Series D: SE^, sec. I7, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
Section 1: Upper sandstone

Upper shale

Middle sandstone— „ ̂
o

Lower shale
269

Lower coal zone (No. 2 fan. No. 1
mine)

Upper Rollins Sandstone (approx.)—— 6y
Shale parting

5

Lower Rollins Sandstone

Total section .70-,

Series E: NE:^, NW^, sec. I7, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
Section 1 (composite):

Middle coal zone—

Upper middle sandstone

Shale parting

Lower middle sandstone

Lower shale (approx.)

Upper Rollins Sandstone (approx.)____
Shale parting

Lower Rollins Sandstone

Total section
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Series F: NE^, sec. 8, T. 10 S., R. 89 W.
Section 1: Coal interval to ridge line

Coal - shale zone

Upper coal zone

Upper sandstone

Upper shale

Middle coal zone

Thickness, ft

Middle sandstone

Marine lower shale

Nonmarine lower shale ^

Lower coal zone

Rollins Sandstone (approx.)
Total section

i

-r- -

w., and SWi, SWi, sec. 5,
T. 10 S., R. 89 W. ^

Section 1: Middle sandstone 97
Lower shale 284
Rollins Sandstone (approx.) 102

Total section 48/^

^^T^^IO^S ^^R ^89* ^ 3 sec
Section 1: Upper sandstone 243
^  Upper shale 52^

Middle sandstone i;,A

Lower shale

Rollins Sandstone (approx.)
Total section

Section 2*: Coal-

Shale, siltstone

Sandstone-

Sands tone, shale

Upper coal zone

!:
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Upper sandstone(?)

Upper shale

Middle coal zone

Middle sandstone

Marine lower shale

Nonmarine lower shale

Lower coal zone

Total section

,  'lE

-  .

->* 1*»• i

itu-i''

''W
' U.'= i

j?:

'f-'J

*  *• *

^ Composite shot along ridge line,




